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NOLPE
The NAtional Organization on Legal- Problems of Education
(NOLTE) was organized in 1954 to provide an avenue for the study
of school law problems: NOLIIE does not take offirial positions on
airy policy questions.'rlsismic lobby either ifor or against. any position
on school law questions, nor does it attempt in other ways to influence
the direction of legisleiye policy with respect to- public. education.

. ):,Rather it is:a foruni through which individuals interested in school
law can study tke legal issues involved in the operation of schools.

The membership of NOLPE represents a wide variety of viewpoints
school board attorneys, professors of educational administration,
professors of laW,state officials', local school administrators, executives

Y), and legal counsel for education-related organizations.
It

Other publications of NOLPE include the NOLPE SCHOOL. LAW
REPORTER, NOLPE NOTES, NOLPE SCHOOL LAW JOURNAL,
N.'tARBOOK OF SCHOOL LAW,- and- the ANNUAL CONVEN-
TION REPORT..
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FOREWORD
. monograph. by Robert E. Phay was prepared through a coop-
erative arrangement between NOLPE and the ERIC Clearinghouse
on Educational Management. Under this arrangement, the' Clear-
inghouse provided the guidelines for the organization of -the raper,'
commissioned the author, and edited the paper for style. NOLPE-
selected the topic for the paper and published it as Tart of a mono-
graph series.

Student. vandalism, misconduct, 'and protest in -.1S-thools have 'been
increasing at alarming rotes in recent years. In response to student
conduct that violates laws 'or school policies, "scluiol .officials, often
seek to punish the offending students by suspending -or expelling
them from school. Mr. Phay examines the ?school's authority, to.sus-
pend or expel a student, weighing such authority against the student's
constitutional and statutory righis. .

.Mr-Phay is professor of public law and government at the Institute
of Government- of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hi-II:
He received his bachelor's degree with honotsfrom the University of
Mississippi in 1960 and his law degree from Yak University'itf 1963.

SpecialiiMg in the legal aspects of public and higher education,
Mr. Phay has authored a variety of publications4nthfs area. was
editor of the 1973 Yegrbook of School Law and authored Suspension'
and Expulsion of PUblic School ,Stu(lents, a moncigraA pAished. by
NOLPE 971; He serves as Igar'consurtant for the North Carolina
School Boards\ Association.

Philip K. Piele, Director Marion A. McGhehey
ERIC. Clearinghouse on - Executive Secretary
Educational Management NOLPE
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THE, LAW
SUSPENSION AND EXPULSION:.

Ai *Examination Cof the
Substantive Issues in

6 '

Controlling ,,,.Student Conduct"
by4,

Robert E. Phay

oa

INTRODUCTION

4.

One of the most difficult and per'sistent oblems facing schOol.
boards and school administrators today is ho to deal with student
conduct that is considered unacceptable in t hool. Student pro-
test and serious misconduct are frequent in the public school's. A
survey of the. nation's 29,000 public and nonpublic high schools by
the House Subcomniittee on General Education in 1969 reported, that .

18 percent had had a serious student protest.1 Serious protelt was
defined as student, activity involving use of strikes, boycotts, sit-ins,
or riots.

This percentage did not decline in the years thaL.immediately fol-
lowed, nor did the violence; which has increased at an /alarming rate.

is In April 1975, the Senate Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile De-
linquency reported that between 1970 and 1973, -homicides in the
schools increased by 18.5 percent; rapes and attempted rapes' by 40.1
percent; robberies by 36.7 percent; assaults on students by 85.3 per-
cent; assaults on teachers by 77.4 percent; and drug and alcohol
offenses by 37.5 percent.2

The subcommittee's report states: "Simply put, the trend in school
violence over the last decade in America has been,' and continues to

I. The National Association of Secondary School Principals reported in 1969
That 59 percent of Imo high schools stilt ied had experienced some kind of student
protest or actiyism.

2. Birch Rilyh, OUR A ON 'S Scifools A REPORT CARD: "A': IN SCHOOL VIOLENCE

Vsn VANDALISM, .1)

Ni I
RF1.1:111NARY REPORT OF I SITCOM Mr rue. TD INVESTIGATE JUVENILE

DELINQUENCY, BAs9os Ixu_srmArloss, 1971,1975. 4 (Washington, D.C.: 94th Con-
gress, 1st Session, Committee pritit for of the Committee on the Judiciary, 1975).



be, ahniningh and diat»aticalls upward,7' The subcoMmittee chair-
man, Senator Bitch lkish of Indiana, ci»phasiik the seriousness of
the problem when he notes that "[L]lle ledger ot violence confront-
ing our schools reacts like a casualty list front a war /one or a vice
squail annual report'''.

addition to-the human cost the property- cost is high. The report,
states that the cost ^ot vandalisai "equals .the' total amount expended
on textbooks throughout the country in 1974.'h

The,comern 'generated by increased violence als( has not declined.
The Sixth Annual. (1971) Gallup Pol! of Attitudes toward'
Education reported that the publkt considered lack of discipline in-
the school to be the primary school in'oblem (for the fifth time in
six 'years). TWo--thirds 01 those interviewed' believed ,schools are "a
breeding ground" for (rime.and violence. --Most recently, the United
States Supreme Court, in-Givss Lopra," notCd the site of tie pro4ilem:
"It is common knowledge that mainAaining oroe,r and reasonable
demrtun in school buildingS a d classrooms is a 'Major .educational
problem, and one which has in reased in recent Months."

QStudent protest and miscond RI have fregtintly resulted hi the'
suspension or expulsion of a stt dent. This mbnograph will examine
the school's authority to suspend or expel a student, with the purpose
of determining when such an ; ction perm.issible and when it is
prohibited because it infringes 01 a. student.'s constitutional, andsome-
timq'statutory, lights. The pr fet9lural is-sues that' arise when the
school has decided to remove a s udent ,.are, not included but perhaps
will be the subject .o.f.a future mot ograph.

This monograph, will not exte sively analy .e- the causes of student
unrest, but some understanding al d appreciat m o why students rebel
and protest are essential to a cm Structive... rpm; eh to the problem.
,Such understanding is probably more importanttc good judgment in
applying the law,than Inert knOwledge of the sell fbl's authority. and
therequirentents of the law. ;

The causes of unrest in high scl cools are many. issent has focused
On a wide k leo; of concerirs that (MIA' from sthoo to school. A New,L.

. ,

.lersey school board report -listed ti irtv-seven issues that ha've resulted
in protesi, ranging.trom those o1el which the suit( 11 has little or no
«mtrolstich as the events in Sout east Asia, the ( LA, and the reces-

3. hi.
1. News and Observer iRaleigh. N.c.y, . 1957, at Il, col; I.

lia)lt,.sufira note 2, at Il.
6. 119 V.S. 565 r 1975).

7. Although sill wys of schiml misconduct ititinue'to tepor our increase in crime.,
it is tiny opinion that major crime in the,scin s, at least in 'th .Southern and border
states, 'has declined in the last Once to bn' ears. ,ter R. Written Student
'Misconduct Cotes: in Fssenlial Ingredient is Reducing as 1 Controlling Student
Misconduct, 6 Stumm.. LANButa., (Oct. 1975)
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sionto those that are basically school m atterssuch as dress and hair
regulations, smoking rules, and curriculum."

A 1969 report by the United Stints Office of Ethication listed the
following major issues with wind) students are typically concerned:
(1) dehumanization of institutional life; (2) inequities in society; (3)
educational irrelevancies; and (4) racial and cultural discrimination."

416 These concerns have produced a discontent that a single spark can ig-.
mite. Incidents that have furnished such a spark were .found to fall into
five general categories: (1) racial conflicts, (2) political protests, (3)
resentme nt of dress regulations, (4),,objections to distiplinary actions,
and (5) .educational policy issues. These issues continue to be the
primary ones that concern students today, and these reports indicate,
that some delinquency is created by the-school. Greater restlictions,
particularly wheri they are viewed as unfair, often produce greater stu-
dent reactions, and when the stress level is ,raised in school, so is the

-misconduct. i

The causes of schOol unrest listed above only reflect the concerns 4-11
. society at large; the increase in crime in schools merely mirrors the
increase in crime everywhere.'" The problem, however, is that parents
want schools to .be as they.remember -them 30 years ago, when schools
indeed were more disciplined inid structured and had an authority that

. no longer exists, For schools'to.impose the discipline they once did,
however, simply is not possible. One ,reason is ,that they no longer
have the degree of legal authority they once had. The ahhost total
in loco parentis role the school enjoyed in years gone by, when it had
almost the same autority over the pupil while he was at school as the
parent had over him at -home, is gone. Over time, the in loco parentis
doctrine was substantially modified, particularly as applied to second-
ary school' pupils, and the, courts became more willing to examine
school actions and to overturn those found arbitrary or unreasonable.
Another reason why the discipline. and structure found in schools 30
years ago are not possible today is that the former level of discipline is
not today hiund or imposed in. the home and in other places of our
society. The discipline in the public schools of 30 years.agdschools
that were basically white 'and middle-class or black or ethnically, identi-
liable was reinforced by the discipline standard set at home.. Conse-
quently, schools, which had ,a homogeneous student bodly, mirrored
home standards. In many respects, sciniols do that today, but they now,
are pluralistic, containing all classes and races of. people. Thus it
seems to me that stMlonts today cannot be expected to- modify their
behavior in school substantially, at least .not for long' periods of time,
when the restraints placed on the student in school are not found out-
side the school. The student who has substantially modified his be-

'8. N. J. F IDF10110N OF 1)TS I RIG I' BOARDS OF EDUCA I1ON, SIA;DEka AC 1 IVISAI AND
I N % OLA 41.N I IN 1111 EIWC 11004 PR6GRANI 1970):

9, U.S. ()FFIC1- OF EDUG rrwN, Itt POW! pt. ScncoNtmlUIEE EASING IENSIONS to
F.DUC (19(i9).

10. See The Crime Wave, 105 ;UWE, June 30, 1975, at 10-24.

A",,'



havior to aiieptablI. hoolstanilapds when he enters the school door
will eyet to his usual belia ion when he finds himself unsupervised.

I also note that most of the inc idents of unrest in high schools occur
suddenly and spontaneously and are touched off, for example, by the
election of diecl-leaders all of one race, the search of a student, or a
fight between two students. Most «Alege disorders, on the other hand,
tend .to be planned, s'irucfured, and deliberate acts of protest. The
spontaneous nauuie of, the high 's< hoot disruption anakes responsible
action more difficult for the ,teacher, principalsuperintendent, and
school board because they Must react immediately to keep the incident
from tein.iing crisis pro`portions. Sail situations require delicate
judgment.

Whatever the cause or precipitating act, the disruptive conduct often
results in_suspension or expulsion of a student. Removing a student
from school is a serious 'action by the school. (It can, however, be used
in a donpunitive context.,, for example, to reduce tensions or to pro-
vide more time than k immediately available to deal with a problem.)
Because of its seriousness, only seplom can it be justified when the re-
moval is long-ter. One justifiable occasion is when a student's con-.
tinned preence on the schbol grounds endangers the school's proper
functioning. or the safety or wellbeing of himself or other members of
the. school community. Another occasion arises when the suspension
offers the only effective way of both communicating to the student that
his conduct was unacceptable and-emphasizing to his parents that they
must accept a greater responsibility in helping the student meet school
standards of acceptable conduct; this situation is the usual reason
for imposing short -tern suspensions. When either of these situations.
exists, the student should 1w emoved from the school. When neither
exists, .other ways of dealing with the problem should be sought:

Separating .a student from school is a poor method of discipline.
Siudentswho Misbehave usually have academic difficulties, and re-
moving them from school almost inevitably adds to these, problems.
Frequently, suspension or expulsion is precisely what a delinquent stu-
dent wants, Also, as the school breaks contact with a student and'
loSes its opportunity to Nark with him to eliminate his antisocial be-
havior, he Milli tontine his misconduct in a way mote dangerous to
himself and others than the behavior for which he was expelled..

-Thus school expulsion should be avoided if., possible. This does
not meau, howeer, that a ilisruptive child should be retained in the
classroom or that improper condUct should be ignored. When the
classroom is not an appropriate place for a problem child, other pro-
visions should be made for hin'i if possible. For.exaMple, he might be
put into a special group where 'closer supervision and greater indivi--
dual attention arc available. Concerned adults and,, appropriate com-
munity facilities like family service agencies, mental health clinics, or
the public health service might -be asked to work with the problem
student. It is important to note, however, that these alternatives
to removing the student are expensive.

4
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I also note that some children disrupt classes because.thev feel alien-
ated or inadequate.. For these children, the school sLithild try to otter
learning in a was that builds sell Confidence rather than destroys self-

respect. Classroom instruction should have meaning and relevance to
the child's situation. If it does, an important preventive action has
been taken that should reduce the need to use tispenSion or expulsion
as a disciplinary device. To accomplish this difficult goal, the school
may need to make adjustments in the curriculum to provide a more
productive experience for him. Iliese actions alsokost money.

ikUTIIORITY OF THE Se'lloot BOARD AND ,kliNtINISTRATION

TO SUSPEND OR EXPF1, STUDFSTs

Until recently, the schocil board its employees occupied a sanc-
tified position with respect to judicial review; their decisions to sus-
pen(1 or expel were selddin questioned by the courts. To be stire, the
courts in some cases overturned a school action or rule. In .1,902; for
example, a teacher in Missouri was found liable for severely flogging
a child,la and in 1885, a Wisconsin court held unreasonable a school
rule that required children to bring a piece of firewood into the school
whenever they passed the woodpile.'2

Most challenges to school operations, however, have had a cold re-
ceptionception by the courts. For example, in 1890, a Missouri li:igh school
student was expelled for "general bad conduct." No specific reason was
given for the expulsion -find none was 'required by the court, which
was, reluctant to substititte its judgment for that of the school board.'"
Iii an Illinois case in 11)13, a student was expelled for allegedly viola-
ting. a rule forbidding. membership in a fraternity:. Although the
student denied belonging to a fraternity, his request for a hearing was
refused; the court said that under no circumstancesexcept when
fraud, corruption, oppression, or gross i justice k palpably' shown
is a court of law authoriied to review the c ecision of a board of, educa-
tion and to substitute its judgment for the 1 oard's.11

Underlying the «mils' reluctance to review school decisions is the
legal concept in. loco parentis. According to this doctrine, the school

11. flay( raft . Griggsby, 91 Mo....lpp.,74, 67 S.W. 965 (19021. .,,,

b12, Slate ex rel. Bowe . Board of Educ.. 63 \\ is. 211, 23 N,W. IO2 i188")).

13. State cv HI. Crain %. 11.(niltou, 12 Mo. 1pp. 21 1f890), Rucenth. a federal
distil([ cowl gae the same ieason, saying that school administrators rather than
the courts should judge -hether a irgulation prohibiting tmustaches and beards i;,,

ieascinahle. Stcenson . Wheeler CR. Ild, of him , :UM; F. Soil). 97 (SA). Ga. 1969),

40'41, P2fi F.2(1 !III (ith Cir. 1970).
I I. Smith v, Boatel of Edw., 182 III. App 312 (1-913). \ iecent rennessee decision

that upheld a school regulation against long hair is in accord: "CnIess the regu-
lation was arbitiais, (opinions, imicasmiable. or disc riminann t, it must stand.
Courts ptesume the %Akin% of icgulations adapted I) public bodies acting within
their .:inthorio upon an adequate showing of reasonable' necessit for the regula-
aims.- Brownlee . ItiadleCit Bd., 311 F. SUN). 136u iE.D. Fenn. 1970).

.
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stands in. plate 'lit the patent ,to lite chisel under its jurisdiction;
it thus has almost the same authority ter the pupil while he is at
school.as the parent has oyqr him at holint.15 'Courts wei-e reluctant to
question school actions with respect to the child except in"eXtreme
cases' sudt.as those involving serious. bodily injury or malicious lis-
t it ine, in the Missouri and Wise msin cases just noted.

The assumption that' school regulations- are properly adOpted and
lawfully and reasonably implemented is obviously not always valid. As
the importance of education increased in our society, courts began to
consider QdtWation ;1 right that could not be denied without proper
reason and unless proper procedures wke followed. Over' time, the
in loco parentis doctrine was substantially modified, particularly as
applied to secondary school pupils, and the court% becamemorewilling
to examine schtiol attions and to overturn those found arbitrary or
unreasonable.N

The:main assault against school limitations oo student conduct has
wine from the :j.pplication of the due process clause of the ,Fourteenth
Art1(91(111)(11. Not many years ago, courts considered due process stan-
dards inapplicable to school. action.17 'Today, cOurts apply these stan-.
(lards to school actions and procedures without hositation." For the
past ses'el al s -ears, courts not only have limited tbe types of controls
that a schoolANSI011.11111' exercise over a student b it also have defined
minimum standards and procedures that a school ust observe in dis-
c iplining students if it wishes to avoid consti do infringement19

17). For a histot% of the in lo«) faonify doctrine and a discussion of how it has
been 'disk)! led, see (.01 0511 t\, I nr tit or) %SI) SOURaFs OF SC11(101. 86ARD A1.11 flORI
10 R11.11 %II Sll 1)1 \ 1 (.) \lit 1 %\II Si Sits: .1 NONCONtil 111'110N.%1. .1\ %14S1S, 117 r.
I's. I.. RI.%, 373. 377-81 i1969). .Scrftiso K. I). \loran. "In Ilistorical 1)evelopment
of the dottrine In tor, with' court Intetpretations in the United
Stales" 1E0,14 diss., Initeisitt of KallS,1S, 1967),

16. Sc,'. c.g., Ilreett s, Kahl, 119 F.2(1 1034, 1037 (7th tar 1969), cert. denied, 398
1 .5. 937 .19710; Set, also Process and ,Secondary' School Dismissals,
(:asst NV. Rts, I,, Rt3 , 378, 381-88 119611), for a discussion of the in foro^parentic
«)111C111 111 (LW int.11 .,(110015.

Slalt S11(1111,1» s 1.1swail, 181) Tenn. 99, 171 S.\1'.2(1 822, er), denied,
119 U.S. 718 (191'..n.

18. In the 'elated ,lea of nuclide «nut prmeedings, the United States Supreme
( mitt has 011111(31"ns ploteditte to "411e:omit; up to the essentials of due process
.nul fait tteatment" In lc (,.1»lt. 387 1..5. I ;1967). See Kent v, United States,
18.1 1 I 190U.'
19. I his is not to suggest, hotietei, that the in low patcntis cnincin and linnta-

!Inns 91.1(14 ^nit ndd bta,ttisc an his age and' iltattirit% no longer apply to
...c«ntdat% aluusl childien. Ittstice Stewart ole,e1.1l in a concurring opinion
the light; of (riddlen ale not .coextensite with those of adults. Tinker v. Des

Lodup. (ommunits School I)ist., 391 1 .S. 103, .;15 0969). Elsewhere he
woe& \ st,tti 1 etas peintissilds determine that, at least its sonic precisely
deliticated meas. a (hill like someone in a captit e audienceis not possessed of
Mit hill (,(pants ho inditidual (hone is the presupposition of First Amend-
silent guatailtees,'.. 390 r.s. 629, 619-",0 11968).

for an intuiesting nt.,(11.ttigiog judicial standards,wer Goldstein, killer-
loots on 17f lolung_111mis inottsitr.-1.au .Shoinf 118 U, P.s. I., citFs. 612
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In determining whether school officials, in suspending Or expelling
a student, have infringed on his, constitutional.rightS, courts must
balance the school's interests against the student's interests. On one
side is the student's constitutional right to remain- in school. In .evalti-
ating this right, the court must consider the type of misconduct and
Whether it is a basis for expulsion; marking on a wall, for example,
wilt seldom justils expulsion. The court mu'st also consider whether
the conduct found ob'kettionable lis.sc hoof authorities is conduct the
school can prohibit; wine types of demonstrations, for example, arc
protected by the First Amendment guarantee of free speech. Another
matter the court must consider is the type of process the student must
'be granted before..his, right to attend school can be denied-, but this
issue is beyond the scope of this monograph.

On the other side is the school's duty to,protect children and school
-property front injury and"to see that the right of all students to obtain
an education is not unduly jeopardi/ed, nor the educational process
disrupted. Thew often conflicting interests ate considered in the fol-

Ims'ing review of the types of conduct for which a school may suspend
or expel a student.

1)F \u ARM itANDs, AND FRFEDOM

Ift rroNs: DisRtigros Scrioot. 01.r:RATioNs

Student denionstrations have raised the question of students' rights
,,of 'free speech and assembly. Since the 19-13 flag salute decision of
West Virginia v. Barnette, many court rulings have reaffirmed the
proposition that the suident does not leave his constitutional rights at
the schoolhouse door: he may pot be expelled for exercising First
Amendment rights of speech, press, or assembly.2"

But the student's rights of speech and assembly are not absolute.
They can be curtailed, as the California Supreme Court pointed out
in a case arising from the Berkeiei-filthy-speech maement in 1967:

cannot bs asserting that

1h70). (.01(1,400 suss the (Incent judicial 5(10(111% and skepticism of school actions

as a Icloto to the la nineteenth «111111, and call% Part of this atattlr, when
mutts did not hesitate to declate school Ioaid action', ithalid if the\ appeared
to go besond the mope of hoard power.

20. 314 V.S. 6'2 1 '1913). Sc4Aeral old cases plaml limitations on spee,ch that today
would be «msidered unconstitutional. In 1Voostet %. Sunderland, 27 Cal. .pir.
I pi p. 1919i. the «mit upheld the expulsion 01 a student 55 ho had made a
speech ititiwing the m hold ,hoard: and in State i.x if /. 1)resset %. District Rd. of
somoi %lust, No. 1., L.1) \vis. 619. 1 16 N.N\ . 232 190r1), the mutt upheld the
expulsion of a student wtil published a satirical poem on school rules in h local

nmspaper. [he recent ()tiled States Supreme Court decisions in Pickering s.
lioatil of FAIR_ '.1O1 t .5. (1,16th, and New York, Times 5. Sullivan, 376 C.S.

196 I). make such testlit non. on student criticism death an unconstitutional
aluidgment of flee speech an call\ case permitting student criticism of school
officials Nftup114 c lio,nd of 1)itectois of hide' 1)ist. of Nlatengo, Iowa

129 1.8/11).
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ciig.iv(.I iu ladili(al t,tl6 (11 action. Thus. reasonabl restrictions On

tile. ,pt «It arkt1 asst oild ate iumgolid in telatioti to ptibUc
agt lints th,it 11,1. %,11(1 nut rr,t iii maintaining good otdet and proper
(letoloni.21

The lInitc:d S`tates Supreme Court established the standard for bal-,
am ing students' rights AVItIrliiit"VatC:S interest in mainiaining dis-cip-
'line and 02de1 in the public sclAils in Tinker V. !)('s Moines hdepert-
dent Community .S( liool Diqri(1:22 the firstseconda'ry school disruPtion
case ever decided by the Coprt. The case involved junior and senior
-high school students who wore black armbands to school to protest the
Vietnam lArar. The school adopted a policy requiring arty student 3419
AVM(' ;III ar1111):111(1 at sCI1061 to remove it; if,-he refused, he'would be
suspended' until he returned without the lirmband. Wien John and

7 \fats TItlisrl and ,S0111(' of their friends wore armbands to schools they
.." were suspended in accordance, with this policy. No class disruption.

Was eyidenr, not were an threats or acts of violence, thoirkh a few
hostile remaik -"were made to the children with armbands.

The Cow t 'mind that students are "persons" under the Constitntion
'Ind thus hay . fundamental rights that the state must respect. It found
the wcarin = of black armbands to protest the Vietnam War to-be such
;t right: -tin in I \vas smbolic spee protected by the First Amendment.

Rccogtyfiing the state's important interest in protechin the orderly

;' hensi.- authority of the states and of school officials, coi,sistent with

f2

Nilltati9,6 of its children, the Court affirmed the need for -"compre-

fund. nernal sakguank, to prt'scribe and control conduct!, in school."
J-low cr, the.Court- found that when the First Amendment rights of
stu ems :it etbe rule), Of school °Mei:11s collide;, these two interests
m si be balamed to determine on the facts whether abridgment Of

. s tdent speech is justilid.
The Court concluded that the school regulation Was an attempt to

avoid «ut wersv that might result froth opposition to the ,Vietnam
War show!, b wearing- armbands. The.schools are not a place where
controvers can be eliminated, the Gburh said, and in the absence of
evidence hat the \veining- of .itrinbands would "materially and sub-
stantial disrupt the work :til disciplinent-the) school," the school

"iannot prohibit sue h protest.
In eliing the burden of justification thaorhe school officials- must

meet, the Com t emphasiied that ".. . in our,system, undifferentiated
fear or :rilprelicusion of disturbance I. not enough. to overcome the-

,. ,,,),, 1..light to freedom of expression., inere must be lai-ts that "... might
rosonably have led -sc hoof authorities to forecast substantial disrup-

tion of or matetial interference with school activities," or substantial
disruption must have a( mall occ lured. , =.

,1,

.(.61,11)etg t. Itugentsol the l ttk. of Cal.. 218'(:al. \pp, '2(1 tYi7, (;.1:
MI. 171 il"147), S,, ,//m \mental' CI% il Libcrtic's 1 riot %. lioat(1,'of Ethic: of rOs
\ngcics, -`, !tip. 17v.(1.1-, (1961),

2', 191 ,1(1t),1).
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Even as the Court think established a broad student right of free
expression in the school envirom»ent;'it carefullypointed out that the
First Amendment_does not provide absolute protection for student
expression.

Bat conduct h% the student, in class nn ()Ili of it, which for any reasMi--
whethet it stems from time, place, or tspc of bellioior -materially disrupts
classwork or- instthes.substantial disoider or insasion of 'We rights of others
isef -course, not immunised by the constitutional guarantee of freedom of
speech .23

1
." - ...

i The Court characterised wearing of armbands in Tinker, however, as
I

"a 'silent, passiVe expression of opinion unaccompanied by any disorder
or disturbance." Thus, no justificatiOn was evident for the school's
prohibiting, the black anntrandS or punishing these students for violat-
ing this prohibition. . .

.

The Tinker standard,,is not easy to apply:' the Court, made, little
attempt to clarify, define, or narrow the meaning of "material and
sub,stantial disruption."24 To understand what the Court considered to
be "'material and substantial disruption," we should examine two 1966

Fifth Circuit Court decisions from which the standard was drawn.
, In one, Burnside v. Byars,25 a number of high school students were

suspended for wearing to school buttons that bore the legends "One
Man One Vote" and "SNCC" after being warned by the principal that

w school regulations forbade such action. The evidence indicated. that
the buttgns evoked only "mild curiosity" front, the other' school chil-
dren. The court said this evidence -Was not a basis foi -finding "ma--
terial and substantial interference with the requirements of appro-
priate discipline in the operation of the school," a standard the court
required to justify the abridgment of free speech. Thus, the Fifth Cir-
cuit found the wearing of "freedom buttons" to be protected '''Symbolic

speech" and ordered the students reinstated.2"

23. Id. at 513. . .

21. Two weeks after the /Juke, decision, the Supreme Court denied certiorari in
a case inyolving the suspension of college students for distnptise activities. Justice
was, who %slow' the majoritv.opiniOn in Tinker, math:. the following statement:

I agree that certiorari should IA, denied.- The petitioner's were suspended from

college not for expressing their opinion On a matter of substanc'e. but for
s iolent and destructiw imerferelice with the rights of others. An adequate

K hearing was afforded them on the issue Of suspension. The petitioners contend
that their tonduct was piotected hs the i Fist .thiendinent but the findings of
the District Conti, which were incepted In the Court of Appeals, establish that
line petitioners here engaged in all aggrssise and ,I. Mient demonstration and

wnot in /watery), nomlisroptive exptession such as as involved in [Tinker).
1 he petitionefs' tondint was therefore escarp not protected by the First and
hmiteenth .1mendinenis. [Harker s. Ilardrlwas, 391 U.S. 901 0969)1

21: 30 I'.2d 741 cIth Cir. 196M.
2h.

A., :

.
Sce'Agnirre %. .1 dtmka hidei Schmitt Dikt,, 311 I", Stipp. 611-1 tN.D. 'rex. 1970),

in which the aunt foplul protest against school policies and practices by wearing
brown. armbands in the absence of sthool disruption to he protected by the First
.1mendinctit. But. scethe Iiiiarre case of NViiliatns %. Eaton, 310 F. Stipp. 1312 (D.,

Wyo. 1970), which held that if the Unitersitvof 1Vvoming had vet-witted student

19



The second tam:, Blai wel v. Asa(' ue na min tv Board of Educa-
tion,27 found both a similar regulation that prohibited the wearing of
buttons and the suspensions fnade u uler that regulation to be perrms-
sible. The eyidence in the case she ved that students had pinned but-
tons on other students who did n t wan t. them, interrupted classes to
distribute them, kept the halls in -a state of confusion and disruption,
and threw buttons.into ropmis while classes-were being held. The court
found that "more than a mild curiosity".had resulted from.tbe stu-
dents' conductrather an "unusual ,degree of commotion, boisterous
conduct, collision with the rights of others,. an undermining of author-
ity, and a lack.of order, discipline, and decorum." Finding that "the
conduct was reprehensible and so inexorably tied tp the wearing of
the buttons that the two are not separable, ". the court held that the
school regulation and suspensions were justified.

In applying the "disruption" standard; courts have -sought to find
the line between the nondistuptive "mild ctiriosity". in Burnside
and the disruptive "commotion" in. 11/achlve/1. In Karp v. Berke??
(1973), 'IS the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals looked to these cases as
it sought to define "substantial disruption"- in a secondary school sus-
pension suit. Tile incident that triggered the disruption was thecancel-
lation bv,school officials of an athletic awards ceremony. Officials.took
the action because'they feared violent confrontation between students

-who had annotIMer to the inedia,.that they planned to.,,protest the.
school's nonrehewal of a teacher's colitrAct and members. of the school's.
athletic club who had threatened to' event the protest.

Although the ceremony was can 1 , some 'protesting. students
-staged a walkout from classes. During the lunch hour, students and
newsmen gathered in the school's mulf,apurpoS:room, where the plain-
tiff distributed signs supporting the tektcher. The vice-pripeipal asked
the students to 'surrender their signs him. All did so except Karp,.
who asserted that right to possess a d distribute the sigvs was pro-
tectied by the First Amendnieqt. :Atte a second: request by the vice-
principal, Karp surrendered the signs nd was taken to the principal's

. office. While he was-there, chanting. ushing, and shoving developed
.between the protestersimd some win )ers of the athlete club. School
officials intervened. and the demorlst ;aloft ended.

Karp was suSliended for five days f bringing the signs onto campus
and distributing them to other :stud nts. 1n federal district court, he
sought to enjoin permanently the enforcement of this suspension.

In determining whether the evidence supported reasonable fore-
cast of substantial disiruption," the court °minted three guiding prin-

', 0, IC

football platers to wear blacrarinli:inds to protest alleged sacial discrimination bfy
filighaidN young 1. 'ilk crsitN, a private .seetarian institution, the'llaiversity of Wyo-
ming would has e N iMated the esta.blislittnent of ,religion clause of the First Amend-
mem. \ . .

27. 363 I 2d 719 ilth(Iir. 1966); w(-ord, Cluick N. Drebus,. 431 F,2d 591 (6th
Cir. 1970): 1 ill N. Lewis, 3 3 F. Simi). 55 (E.D.N.C. 1971).

23, 177 1-.2ld 171 t9th 1973)..
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ciples: (1) ". .[The First Amenduient does not require schdol
officials to wait until tli.ruption actually occurs before they act." (2)
"Tinker does not demant a certainty that disruption will occur. . . ."

. [T]he level of cisturbanc required'' to justify official inter-
vention is -relatively love in a public 'school than it might be on a
street corner."

The court, saying that it vould. not be a "Monday morning quarter-
back," found that the ciri:un stances when the officials acted indicated
that their forecast of an hick 'nt resulting in possible' violence was not
unreasonable.29 Therefore, th school authorities were justified in tak-
ing the plaintiff's signs in urde to prevent such an intident.

At the same time the court ointed qut, ,in Kdrp that even when
'the circumstances are such that s !tool officials can reasonablv-fOrecast
subst4ntial. disruption justifying urtailment of otherwi§e protected-
expressive conduct, this fact alone does not .necessarily justify punish -
ing students for exercising their First Amendment liberties: The court
required separate justification in ih circumstances, such as viola-
tion of a statute or a school.regnlati 'n, fOr puftishingstudent.conduct
that constituted "pure speech.' "

Recbgnizing the difficulty of app ing the Tinker disruptiOn stan
third, the court in Karp adkionishec the federal courts lo . . treat
the, Tinker rule as a flexible one (la endent upon the totalitysof rele-

vant facts in each case," and not'to make,it into ". a rigid rule to.
be applied?without regard to the ircumstances of'..each case." -'"Dis-
ruptions" and "interferences"-are tighly-subjective terms, and attempts
to quantify the degree of (list' bance thlt will justify limitation- on
.student expression are frui ess. Total incapacitation of the school

29.. Id. at 171-7.6. l h alpcourt found that the record showed the following
lasts justifying a reasprrahle forecast of substantial disruption:

(I) On the going 1'1%okt:el. 41 newspaper article had appeared about the
,planned wallet-Cut, indicating that kat p %as the reporter'sltottrce of information.

(2) SCi f6i Officials ICSI it it'd that x11001 athlc tcs had threatened to stop the
%%alkou

(1) The assembly 'plogiain was canceled be 111SC Of ft`all'd sicilent confrontation.
(I) NeWSITICII appeared on campus'and set up their equipment, and Karp and

"'alter students weie talking %%ith than eluting a flee period.
CO lite %ice-ptintipal 'testified that then. % as an intense feeling that "something

was about to happen."
ti) Thiele was a %%alkota despite eancollathm of the aWards
17) The school file alarm was pulled at the time the assembly had been, sched-

uled. It would lass emptied mess classroom hadc'it not been prmionsly discoti
lice led b% the Iice lm ipa I. .

ci (0) .ipproximatel% -Ift %indnts congregated in the tnva of the school's molti-
purpOse room and talked among thent,sches and with the news media.

(9) Excited by the gettetal atmosphere, 20 to 30 junior high school students eating
in the high school ealeteria interrupted their lunch period and 'tail into the.: nttthti-

purpose room to see what was happening.
(k)) Kati) left the :ahem] grounds to get the signs from his tar, brought them

onto.campus, and distributed them to students in the multipurpose room.
30. Id, at 176. 4

11.
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program is not required;' substantiainterference with one les,son
would probabFf justify the prohibition. The need for flexibility,
however, does not: relieve school authorities from having to show
specifically that substantial, or material disruption resulted- or was
reasonably likely to result from,students' speech, picketing; or demon-
strationin'a particular situation.

When the demonstration is carried out through "passive expeessio-n"
that does not xesult in substantial disruption or invasion .of the rights
of others, as in Tinker and Byars, the student conduct is protected.'
Thus, in the absence of disruption, students May wear armbands,
freedom buttons,. or German Iron- Crosses.'( The Tinker decision,
however, did not give students the right to speak out on any issue
in any manner. When the speech or conduct results in disruption,
the lialance'is weighted in fayor of~thestate's.interest in maintaining
order and discipline,,in the public schools. Thus, it has.been held
that the First Amendment does not protect students, when they walk
out of.classes;32 refuse to go to classes33 sit in during class:34 oralemon-
smite by moving through the hallways, distprbingstudents in class.35

. , -

DISTRIBUTION 1J);DERdROUND ITEWSPAPERS AND

OTHER TON- SCHOOL: SPONSORED LITERATURE 4

Students have been suspended or expelled for distributing.under
ground leaflets or newspapers. Since' such distribution. may fall within
the First Amendment area of free speech, the question posed is similar
to that in Tinker: Under what circ.umstariCes may the school restrict
the-exercise of speech in the interest of maintaining school operations?

The courts have decided, enough cases within the last .five years to,
permit defining with some clarity those instances when school limita-
tiotts on the distribution of literathre are constitutionally permissible.
The perthissible limitations can be divided into four broad categories:

1. The school may limit the distribution of literature if the
distribution will result in or can reasonably be forecast to
result in "material and substantial disruption of school
activities."

2. It may set limitations on the time, place, and manner of

distribution.

31. See, r.g., Butts s. Dallas indep. School Dist., 436 F.2d 728 (5th Cir. 1971).
But see Nielton v. Voting, 465 F.2d 1332 (6th Cir. "1972). cert. denied, 411 U.S. 951

11973), in which the. court upheld the suspension of a student for wearing a
Confederate flag on his jacket sleeve as justifie*by the tense racial situation of the
:drool and the communit.y.
32. .Dunn "cFslci. 460 E.2d 137 (5th Cir. 1970). See also Rhyne v. Childs, 359.

H. Sapp. 10r1 (NI). Ha. 1973).
33. Gebert v. Hoffman, 336 F, Stipp. 694 (E.D. Pa. 1972).
31. Id; accord, In re Bacon, 240 Cal. App. 2d 34, 49 Cal. Rptr.322 (1966).

"35. Cebert v. Hoffman, 336 F. Stipp. 694 (E.D. Pa. 1972).

12
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3. It may prohibit the distribution of materials that are
obscene, libelous, or inflammatory.

4. It may prohibit distribution when the manner of distri-
butiOn involves the violation of school rules, though the
literature itself may not be censorable,

The, following sections survey tile-case law in each of these broad
categories of permissible restraints. The discussion points out the lines
that have been drawn between protected and unprotected;distribution
of literature and defines the standards that must be met by rules gov-
erning that distribution.

Limitations Based on a Forecast of Disruption

School officials -have frequently based prohibition of student dis,
tribution of literature on a claim that disruption can be reasonably
forecas1 if the distribution is permitted. The courts in these cases have
looked to Tinker's warning that "undifferentiated- f r" is not enough
to justify abridgment of the right to speech and expre sion. They have
tried to define the type of evidentiary showing that -i necessary for a
"reasonable forecast of disruption." "Bare allegations" of disruption
by school officials are not enough, the Seoind Circuit Court. of Appeals:
said.36 °the Fourth Circuit Courtobserved that there 'must- be "sub-
stantial evidence which reasonably supports a forecaSt of likely tbs.,

ruption"37or, as the Fifth Circuit noted, "demonstrable factors" and
"objective evidence to support a 'forecast' of disruption."38

In a case before the Fifth Circuit Court-of Appeals, Shanley v. Nokh.
east Independent-School District,."- school .officials contended, that a
reasonable- forecast of disruption was supported by the controversial
nature of the literature that the students haddistributed. The court 'n
found that "controversy is .. never sufficient in and of itself to stifle
the view of any citizen. . . ." It further stated that "such paramount
freedoms as speech and expression cannot be stifled on the sole ground
of intuition." Other courts have echoed this rejection:of unsubstan-
tiated speculation as to what "might"- happen or what "could result"
as sufficient to support a "reasonable forecast of clisluption."4"

To justify a prohibition of literature distribution on the reasonable -
forecast basis, the school has the burden of proof, and it is not-an eAy,
one to meet, as several court decisions demonstrate. For example, in
Shanley, the Fifth Circuit Court rejected a contention that student, re-
action justified the prohibition. ,

36. Eisner'v. Stamford Bd. of Ethic., 40 F.2d 803, 810 (2c! Cir. 1971)

37. quarterman v. 113 F.2d 54, 59 (4th Cir. 1971). '
38. Shanlcy v. Nortlicitst !mkt.), School Dist, 462 F.2d 960, 974 15th Cir. 1972). -

39.
-10. See, r.g. r Eujishima v. Board of Ethic., 460 F.211 135:i., 1359 (7th, Cir. 1972);

Vail v. Board of Educ., 354 F. Stipp. 592, 599 (1).N.41. 1973).

13
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AT,

/.

'1Ve are simph taking note here of the fact that 'disturbances-themselves can
he wholly without teasonahle or rational basis, and that'those. sttidents who
would reasonably exercise their freedom of expression should not be re-
strained or punishable at the threshold tyf attempts at expression
merelY because a small, perhaps %ocal or violent, group of students with
differing %iews-rrright or does create a disturbanCeAt

The Ninth Circuit, Court ..of Appeals; in considering a similar.argu-
ment by school officials, indicated that -officials .must take steps to
protect the reasonable exercise of free expression from the violent re-
actions of 'others. In Jones v. Board of Regents,42 a nonstudent wear-
ing sandwich boards that contained antiwar messages was passing out
antiwar leaflets in violation of a university regulation against distribu-'
ting handbills on campus. The campus police reported that two mem-
bers of the crowd that gathered anohnd the nonstudein demonstrator
"were moved to tear the sandwich hoards from Jones's body," The po-

s lice also reported that after they were unsuccessful in, .keeping Jon
off,campus the first day, they received anonymous telephone threats
that Jones would be removed from campus if the police did. not remove
hint.' The next day 'the campus. police again removed Jones from
campus hit- violating the school regulation.

The coUrt found that Jones's -activities were protected 'free speech,
and Ow 'policemen had misdirected their efforts to maintain order. "It
is clear that the police had the obligation of affording [Jones] the
same protection they would has-re surely provided an innocent indivi-
Lim! threatened, for example, by, ar hoodlfim on the street!'

When reasonable efforts fail to protect an individual from the ire-
action of others, it may, be' necessary to curtail his activities even'
though he is exercising his First Amendment rights. (However, the
reactions of others do not necessarily justify punishing him.43) In two -

cases in which courts have upheld the curtailment of a student's speech,
the threatened reactions of others were part of the evidence offered by
school authorities to support their forecast of disruption and justify*

their actions.44_
Although courts- require school authorities who attempt to regulate

the distribution of student publications to justify their action, this
requirement can be met. As one court noted, "if a reasonable basis,
for a forecast of disruption exists, it is not necessary that the school
stay its hand in exercising it power of prior ,restraint 'until the dis-
rtiption actually occues.'."45 But in only two cases decided since Tinker
have courts, in applying the Tinker standard, held that school officials.

II. 162 F.2d at 97!.

te. 136 1,.2d (i18 19th Cir21970).

43. 1nr text ac«mrpatk.ing note 28.mpra.
Karp v. Bet ken, 177 F.2d 171, 176 (9th Cir. 1973); Norton (v. Discipline' Comm.,

{19 F.2d 195, 199 (6th Cir. 1969), col, denied, 399 U.S. 906 09741).

. Ii. Quarterman%. Byrd, 453 F,2d 54, 58-59 .(4th Cir. 1971).
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!Jaye presented sufficient evidence to forecast substantial disruption
and thereby justify their prohibition on distribution of literature.40

In one case, Norton v. Discipline Committee,47 a group of EaSt Ten-
nessee State University students were suspended for distributing on the
campus "material of a false, seditious, and inflammatory nature." The
literature, which was distributed in the spring of 1968 shortly after the
student" takeover at Columbia University, was critical of both the
schObl administration and student apathy.

In affirming the district court's decision sustaining the suspensions,
the Sixth.Circuit Court of Appeals stated: "The students were urged
to :stand up and fight' and to 'assault the bastions of administrative
tyranny.' This was an open exhortation to the students to engage in
disorderly and destructive acrivities."48 The inflammatory nature of
the material, the testimony of school "officia1S that they "feared" the
material "could conceivably" causesan eruption on campus, and testi-
mony that 25 students went to the school officials and wanted "to get
rid of this group of agitators" persuaded the court that.the.school -of-
ficials could reasonably have .forecast substantial disruption, and there-
fore their 'actions were justified:
, In the second case, Baker. v. Downey City Board'. of Education,4 a
California federal district. court found that the distribution of an un-
derground newspaper containing "profanity and vulgarity" resulted
in disruption that justified suspending distribution of the paper" The
court based its decision on the testimony of school officials that the
paper

. . threatened the edlicationaVprogram of the school and would diminish \
control and discipline.. . . A,, few teachers testified that there were dis-
ruptions- in their classes and some testified to the contrary. On cross-

. examination, . . . [the principal] stated that some 25 to 30 teachers had
told him of their classes being interrupted and of failure in attention on
the part of students due to their reading of and talking about [the
newspaper] during class.50

.. The correctness of the finding. in Norton and Baker that the evi-
dence presented by the school was sufficient to support "a reasonable
forecast of substantial disruption" is questionable when other litera-
ture-distribution decisions are examined. In Norton, the-school offi-

. cials said that they ,"feared" that the students' distribution of leaflets
"could conceivably cause an eruption." Other courts have held that
evidence like "might" or "could conceivably" does not rise- above. the
"undifferentiated fear" that the Supreme Court in Tinker said was

-16. See also Karp y. Recken.; 477 F.2(1 171 (9th Cir. 1973), and text accompanying
ncites 28.30 supra.
47. 419 F.2d 195 (6th Cit. 1969), cert. denied, 399 U.S. 906 (1970).

48. Id. at 198.
-49. 307 F. Supp. 517 (C.D, Cal. 1969).-
50. 1d. at 522. 2 5
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insufficient to justify curtailing speech and distribution Of literature.''
IAIn Baker the. "profanity and vulgarity" complained of 14' essentially,

the 'same as that which other courts have held did not jus ify it reason-
able forecast of substantial disruption.52 y...---- %,

.a

Limitations Based on Time, Place, and Manner of Distribution

A school clearly may regulate the distribution ,of literature with re-
sfkct to tune; place, andmanner.5". To be lawful, however, the regula-
tions diust be "consistent with the basic premise that the only purpose
of any restriction on the distribution of literature is to promote orderly
administration- of school activities by preventing disruption and not to
siiffe freedom of expression."54 Rules of time, place, and manner are
not rea4onatle if their primary purpose and effectare to eliminate free

rexpression. Tinker makes it clear freedom of expression may not
be "so,circumscribed that it exists only in principle." ,It is not to be
confined "to a telephone booth," the Supreine Court has said.

The leading case' on the validity of rules,of time, place, and manner
is Jacobs v. Board of School Commissioners55 in which. the Seventh
Circuit Court of Appeals quoted a 1972 United States,Supreme Court
decision: . - ., ,.

.

In determining ,wilether "the manner of expression is basically incom-
patibl with the normal activity of a particular place at a particular time,

° , . . we must weigh'heavily the fact that communication is involved [and]
the yegulation must be narrowly tailored to further the State's legitimate

.interest.7 01

The Jacobs court found little evidence presented by the Ithool
hoard, to/ justify the schOol's -prohibiting all distribution when classes
were in session. The court noted that_there were periods Ogi many
students were on campus bitt were not involved in classroom activity.
The regulaKon prevented these students from distributing or receiving

-t.

11. See, e g Fujishima N. Board of Educ., 460 F.2d 1355, 1359 (7th Cir. 1972);
Vail v, Board of Educ., '354 F. Stipp. 592, 599 ( D.N.H. 1973). Ode also Norton v.
Discipline Conlin., 399 U.S, 906 (1970) (Marshall J., dissenting), in which Mr.
lisstic Marshall :irgileh; that the Supreme Court should have granted cctiorari
because the unit ewi.ur's justifications for stopping distribution of antiachninistratiern
leaflets on camptisshmounted to no more than "-undifferentiated fears, ", insufficient
reasons under Tinker to curtail the First Amendment rights of students.
52. See, e.g., Jacobs V. Board of School Comin'rs, 490 F.2d 601,.610 (7th Cir. 1973),

vacated as moot, 95 -S..Ct..1448 (1975), See also Shanley v. Northeast Indp. School
162 F,2d 960 15th Cir. 1972), -in which the court described "failures 'of att

tion" similar to those complained of in nallV as "minor" and insufficient o lustif
curtailment of protected free speech. But see Karp v. Becken, 477 F.2d (9th

.
Cir 1973), discussed in text accompanying notes 28-30 supra.

53. See, e.g., Papish s.. Bitard of Curators, 410 U.S. 667, 670 (1973); Jacobs v.
Boardof School Conn'rs, 490 F,2d 601, 609 (7th Cir. '1973), vacated its moot, 95 S.
Ct. 818 (1,9n); Eiseman v. School Conn/151,139 F.2d 148, 149' (1st Ca... 1971).

...5. Vail v. Board of Ethic., 351 F. Supp. 592, 598 (D.N.14. 1973). t
55. .190 U.2(1-601 (7th Cir. 1973), vacated as moot, 95 S. 0_848 (1975).
56; Id. at 609, quoting, Grayned v. City of Rockford, 08 U.S. 104, 115 (1972),.
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student newspapers at these times. This broad prohibition indicated
that the regulation was not "narrowly drawn- to further the state's
legitimate interest in preventing material disruptions of classwork."

In Shan ley v. Northeastern Independent School District," the court
held that the school's regulation-was unconstitutionally overbroad be-
cause it established a prior restraint on distribution by ,high school
students "at any time and in any place and for any reason." Thus Ja-
cobs and Shdnley indicate that broadly written regulations governing
the time, plate, and manner of distribution will not withstand chal-
lenges to their constitutionality. To withstand judicial scrutiny, they
must be narrowly 'tailored to serve the proper purpose of preventing
disruption of school operations.

Several other courts have indicated the types of rules that might be
justified in limiting the time and place of distribution. The Seventh
Circuit indicated that a rule prohibiting distribution during a fire
drill might be reasonable.'" The New Hampshire federal district court
indicated that regulations aimed at avoiding disruption might reason-
ably require distribution to take place outside the school building or
in the student lounge.59 A Texas district court stated that in regulating
time, place, and manner of distribution, schoolloffiCials may prohibit
reading newspapers in class, loud discussion in halls,:or, talking in the
library." Finally, coercion in distribution can be prOhibited, though
no case has dealt iquarely with the issue. Tinker; drawing on the Fifth
Circuit's decision in Blackwell; would indicate that in exercising their
First Amendment rights, students nay not. coerce other students.°'

Three other questions closely related to time, place, and, manner of
distribution have been litigated and undoubtedly will be raised again.
One involves the authority of schools to regulate student conduct (here
the distribution of literature) off campus and outside school, hours.
The second concerns the issue of school .prohibition of the saleby stu-
dents of non-school-sponsored publications". The third deals% with
school prohibition of the distribution of anonymous student materials.

Out-of-School Distributioiz

School regulations that govern the distribution of literature by
students off campus and outside school hours have been challenged in
at least two cases. In one, a,California federal district court upheld the
suspension from school of Students who tlistributed,an unofficial pub-
lication just outside the main gate to the school campus before school

57. 462 F.2d 960 (5th Cir. I972)k See text accompanying bote39 supra.
58. Fujishima v. Board of Educ., 460 F.2d 1355, 1359 (7th Cir. 1972). In this case,

however, the court ruled that the school rule piohibitink distribution during a fire.
drill was impermissibly applied ex post...facto.

59. Vail v. Board of Educ., 354 F. Star). 592, 598 (D.N.E. 1973).
60, Sullivan v. Pouston Indep. Sch Dist., 307 F. W. 1328 (S.D. Tex'. 1969).

M.
61. 393 U.S. at 513.
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hours.62 Although the conduct occurred off campia and before-school
hours, it directly affected school operations, and therefore the school
was justified in its action. A federal district court in Texas, hoWever,
was less willing to impute to the school- authorities power to control
student conduct that occurs off campus and outside school hours. In
Sullivan .7, Houston Independent S( boo! District, the -court- stated:

Arguably, miscomluct by students during non-school hours and away from
school premises (add, in certain situations, have such a lasting eff4ct on
other students that disruption could resat during the next school day.
Perhaps then administrators should be able to exercise some degree- of
influence a cr off -canisus conduct. This court considers even this power
questionable.

'However, under ans circumstances, the school certainly may not exercise
more control ma off-campus behavior than over on-campus conduct .63

Sale of Non-School-Sponsored Literature

The school board regulation that was contested in Jacobs, prohibited
sales and solicitations for "any cause or commercial activity within any
school or on its campus." "The school-- board contended that this rule,
had the proper purpose of preventing the school premises from being
used for "non-school purpose'sparticularly commercial activities."
The court recognised that a school has a proper interest in restricting
commercial activity on school premises. It foulid, however, that selling
a newspaper is condUct that combines both speech and nonspeech ele-
ments. Thus the state's proper interest Must be 'balanced with the
students' fundamental First Amendment freedoms. In the words of
the court,

It had not been established, in our opinion, that regulations of the place,
time, and manner of distribution cahoot adequately serve the interests of
maintaining good other in an educiitional atmosphere without forbidding

sale and to that extent restricting the First Amendment rigkits of "

plan fiffs.81
A 1971 federal district court in North Carolina,65.however, upheld

a,schOol regulation prohibiting strident sale of newspapers on campus.
In that case, the school authorities had not interfered,with the stu-
dent's right-to distribute newspapers on carupbs; only when he began
to sell the newspapers -did they intervene. The court found no First
Amendment issue, since the Schodl sought only to regulate the commer-
cial sale of merchandise at the school, a permissible regulation of
school activities not involving constitutionally protected free speech.

On appeal, the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals refused to review

s% 62. Baker v. Downey Bd. of Educ., 307 F. Supp. 517 (CD. Calif. 1969). See also
la re Barns, 271 N.C. 517, 169 S.E.2d 879 (1969).
63. 307 F. Supp. 1328, 1341 (S.D. Tex. 1969).
64_ Jacobs v. Board of School Canners, 490 F.2d 601, 608-9 ;(x.7th Cir. 1973),

vacated as moat, 95 S. Ct. 848 (1975). So. also Peterson -v.Board of Educ., 370 F.

Silk. 1208 (D. Neb. 1973).
65. Cloak v. Cods, 326 F. Stipp. 391 (M.D.N.C. 1971).
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the «mstitutionalitv of the school regulation and the school's action
taken pursuant to it because the plaintiff had left the state and no
monetars damages had been shown." lInder these circumstances. the'
court considered ans decision simply advisory. Accordingly, it vacated
the district court's judgment and dismissed the action as moot.

nonvmous Materials

Jacobs also involved, a challenge to the constitutionality of a school
rule prohibiiingdistlibution of any literature on cainpus "unless the
name of every person or organisation that shall have participated in
the publication is plainly written in the distributable literature it-
self."" In deciding Jacobs, the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals re-
lied on Talley u. Cabfornia," hr Talley the United States Supreme
Court had ruled that a city ordinance prohibiting distribution of
anonymous handt) ills was unconstitutional, noting the historical im-
portance of anonymous handbills as a vehicle for criticising oppressive
laws and practices.

The Jacobs court found that anonymous student publications serve
these-same important pprposeswithin the school community. Without
anonythity, fear of reprisal may deter peaceful discussion of contro-.
fversial but important school rules and policies. The school board
argued that the regulation was necessary in order to establish responsi-
bility if libel or obscenity should be published. Butt the court rejected
this argument because the regulation as drawn would prohibit pro
tested anonymous expression as well its the unprotected speech it was
intended to limit.

These cases make it clear that rules of time, place, and manner. can-
not be used to justify a vastly broader and more, severe limitation on
expression than. those allowed under the Tinker disruption stand. d.
The tests used by the Sevent), Circuit in Jcfrobs'illttstrate the OM*
ping nature of the standards governing restraint of distribution that
results in disruption and the 'srondards governing regulation of time,
place, and manner of distribution.' 11 the rules are "reasonable" under
these tests and if school authorities have given students notice of the
rules as to tinie, place, andmanner of distribution, thy students may
he required to comply with the rules even though the materials dis-
tributed come within the protection ,of the First and Fotirteenth
Amendments.

A,

'Limitations Based on Content of Materials

The First Amendment guarantee of free speech includes the right to
distribute literature, that is unpopular or offensive, but th,at right is
not absolute; Distribution may be limited by school officials' because

66. -1-19 F..2(1 781 filth Cir. 1971)
67. -190 1-',2c1 at 607.
68. 362 1*.S. 60 (1960).
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of the material's (intent . A sdiool ma% prohibit tvritten statements
that are obscene oI libelous, contain %lighting winds." or are "directed
to in'iiting or piodming imminent lawless. a'ttici and Y , likely to
int ite or produce silt h firtt ticin discusses these exceptions
to protected hist Amendment speech :rid shows how the courts have
applied vat h one in'tasi's in whit h hook have sought to justify limi-
tations on distribution of %%linen materials on the basis of That ex-
ception.

e

Oh riettilr .
fP

.

Obscene nratetial is not .plotected 1) the FjrstAmendment, and its
stribution an thtrefore be prohibited.° The problem is to define

W at is obst ene and what ,modif it ations, if ally, should be made to the
general legal definition of obscenity when it is applied to literature
distributed on school grounds. The difficulty of defining obscenity
and making these disfim tidily has'left the courts and school' officials
fated with what jastite Harlan Called "the intractable obscenity
problem...1".

The SuptiInFe Omit attempted to define opscenity in Miller v. Cali-
fornia (1973) .1'` It said .that tile basic gnidelines for determining
whether literature is obscene are

ho whither "the .i.setage person, appking ronteinporars ionunrity
-standa IS ninthd find that the wink. taken .1% 'a whale, appeals to

the twent mtettSt.. e 7

WI ((It thei the (yolk dipitts or /lest tibes, Ur a patently offensise way,
sexual conduct specifically defined by appliCable state law; and

,(i %%11011(1 the -sunk taken as .4 who6, latks serious literars. artistic.
,poluiral. of sucntifn s alue.72

,

In 1971: the Court refined the Milli'r -definition in Jenkins v.
Geor gi 0:1 - I); clarifying the "contemporary community standards"
language. mphasiiing that'under Miner/the First Amendment does
not' require juries to apply hypothetical national or even statewide
communit standards. the Court said that ,Ifillrr permitted "juries to
relY on the understanding of the community from which they came as
to «mtcmpot an standaids . . .- Thus states hint' «msiderable lati-
tude in framing statutes.:ind regulations under At iller. and the obscen-
ity standard ma% van- from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. However, the

_Court made it dear that the Afiller definition requires as a minimum
that the materials «opi:tined of "depict or describe patently offensive
'hand tote' sexual conduct. .. ." juries do not have "unbridled dis-
cretion in determining what is 'patently offensive,' " and their deci-

ti9 Milky California, 113 I S 15, '23 111'731.

hitcistate l Iliint, Inc r Dallas. '5ir t'.S. 071i. 701 (1968) (concurring and
dissuiTiing

71 ill t .S. 15 I

fd, at
73. 91, S. Ct. 2710 (1971y 3 ()

r.
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gi`
sions are subject to review to appellate courts to ensure that First
Amendment rights have been protected.

The question confronting the 'courts when they have had to judge
school limitations on .student distribution because the school said the
material was obscene has been whether the special educational -en-
vironment justifies a less stringent standard for testing obscenity. In
trying to resolve this issue, the courts have distinguished between
college students, most of whom are leelly adults, add high school stu-
dents, most of whom are Minors.

College students. Papist, v. The Board of Curators of the University
of Missouri74 concerned the constitutionality of the university'sexpul-
sion of a student because she had distributed on campus a newspaper
cortraining a cartoon captioned "With Liberty and Justice For All"
that showed a policeman raping the-Statue of Liberty and the Goddess

of Justice, plus an article entitled "Motherfucker Acquitted." After
exhausting administrative procedures, the student appealed to the fed-

,
.oral courts.

The district court ruled that the publication was obscene Itnd there-
fore the university had not invaded protected. First AmendMent free-
doms in stopping distribution and expelling the student. The court
of appeals affirmed on different grounds. It recognized that the pub-
lication was not obscene and could have been distributed in the
community at large. But it found that on the campus freedom of ex-
pression could properly be subordinated to other interests such as
"conventions of decency in the use and display of language and pic-
tures." The court concluded that the (institution does not compel

the university to allow such publications to be publicly sold or dis-
tributed on the campus.

The Supreme Court reversed, relying on Healy v. lames," in which
the Court held that its precedents "leave no room for the view that,
because of the acknowledged need for order. First Amendment protec-
tions should apply with less force on college campuses than in the
community at large." In Popish the Court concluded:

We think Ilralv ,makt:s it clear that the mere disseminatioi'i bf ideasno
matter how offensive to good tasteon a state imiversitv campus may not
be shut off in the name alo4 of "conSentions of decency." Other recent
precedents of this Court make it equalls clear that neither the political
cartoon nor the headline suny invOli'ed in' this case can. he labeled as
constitutionallv obscene or otherwise unprotected.76

fri judging whether this instance of censorship of .allegedly obscene
materials by college administrators was justified, the Court applied the
legal definition of pbscenity applicaBle to the community at large.
The Court concluded that " ... the. First Amendment leaves no room

74. 410 U.S. 1167 (1973)

71. 408 U.S. 169 (1972);
76. 410 U.S.. at 670. 31
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for, the operation of a dnal standard in the academic community with
respect to the content of speec...."

The FOurth Circuit Court in a recent case expressly followed the
Supreuw Court's decisions in Popish and Hen /,.:: In that case, two
students were expelled by a university after the campus newspaper pub-
lished a letter that i rick iced the universitA's dormitory policy and
ended with a "tour letter.' %ulgarit% referring to the university's presi-
dent. The court found that the students had been expelled merely

,because the vulgat reference to the pr6ident was "offensive to good
taste." The university was ordered to expunge the disciplinary action
from the students' records and to allow them to continue their educa-
tion if they, were academically eligible. The mint pointed out that
college students enjoy First Amendment rights coextensive with those
of other .idatts in the community'. Jahe vulgar reference was not le-
gally obscene, and the lac t that it was "offensive to good taste" did not
justify the university's abridgement of the students' free speech.

. These cases make it clear that on the college campus state laWs and -
school regulations dealing with the distribution of obscene liters Aire
must be measured by the constitutional standards set opt in Miller.

High .school students. The Popish decision' did not(sete whether
the Afiller standard for testing obscenity applies with fttll force on the
high school campus. In a 1968 case, Ginsberg v. New Tork,78 the Su-
preme Court said that h had long recognised that . . even where
there is an invasion of protected freedoms 'the power of the stake to
control the conduct of children reaches beyond the scope of its author-
ity over adults.... In that case the Court upheld the constitution-
ality of a New York statute that proVided a different standard for test-
ing the obscene nature of materials distribtited to minors. A variable,
standard for obsecenitv that takes into consideration the age and ma-
turity of the children to whom the materials were directed was not
found to violate the First Amendment. Relying on Ginsberg, the lower
courts have generally recognised, that "[On the secondary school set-
ting,first,amendment rights are not coextensive with those of adults"
and "may be modified or Curtailed by schopl regulation,, 'reasonably
designed to adjust` these rights to the needs of the sch of environ-
ment.' "7"

Even with more limited First Amendment rights for high school
student's that allow a different standard for obscenity based on age and-
maturity, the cases.dealkng with distribution' of allegedly obscene ma-
terials on high school campuses ha've applied tests that are very close
to the Supreme Court standards. . -

In the most recent of these cases, Jacobs, the publication involved
contained what the court described as "[a] few earthy words relating
to bodily functions and sexual intercourse. . . ," In that case the'

Phonon s. Jenkins, 191 1.-.2d 722 ( ith Cir. 1973).
'78, 390 1.*.S. 029 11968). .
79, Baughman %. Freientmilh..178 F.2(1 A.1, 1348 et\h Cir. 1973).
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court of appeals applied the test for obscenity set out in Miller and
concluded- that even when Imlaking the widest conceivable allow-
ances for differences between adults and high school students with
respect to perception, maturity, 9r sensitivity; the material . . Could
not be said to fulfill, the Miller definition ,of ,obscenity." The Jacobs
court also observed that the challenged school regulation that pro-
hibited distribution on campus of literatures "obscene as to minors"
lacked specific definitions of the sexual conduct that-, the regulation
forbade to be described or depictedd. The court said that such regula-
tiOns woul4 be valid under Miller" only if they were specific.

The application of a variable obscenity, standard was examined in
1972 in Koppell v. Levin1,2" In that case, high school students chal-
lenged a principal's impoundment of the school literary magazine
because he, found it obscene. The court reviewed the allegedly obscene

undernder the same New York "variable obscenity" statute that
had been approved by the Supreme Court in Ginsberg. The court
found nothing in the student publication that was "obscene as to
minors." In explaining the application of the concept of variable ob-
scenity, it said,

l'he definition of ohscenity ... may vary according to the group to whom
material is directed or from whom, it is withheld. Even regarding minors,
howeser, constitutionally permissible censorship must be premised on a
rational finding of harmfulness to the group in question.82

The Supreme Court's recent decisions on obscenity seem to re-
Affirm the Court's acceptance of the variable obscenity standard. But
the concept is not a license to the states to abridge the First Amend-
ment rights of high school students because the mode or content of
their expression violates the "conventions decency." The New York
statute approved in Ginsberg largely mirrored the legal definition of
obscenity for adults then extant." The Seventh Circuit Court in
fdt-ob. implies that even with a differential standard of obscenity based
on age and maturity, the basic testsrf the Miller definition must be

80. Other cases have also applied the prevailing legal definition of obscenity in
filling that student publications were not obscene. See, e.g., Fujishinta v. Board of
F.duc., 460 F.2d 1355, 1319. (7th lair. 1972); Vail v. Board of Educ., 35,1 F. Supp. 592,
199 1973). The one exception to this general statement is Baker 'v. Downey
City Rd. of Educ., 307 F. tiupp. 517 (Cl).. Cal. 1969). The federal district court
stated, 4'Neither 'pornography' nor 'obscenity' as defined by law need be established
to constitute a violation of , rules against profanity or vulgarity. . . Plaintiff's
First .Amendment rights to free speech do .not require the suspension of decency
in the expression of -their views and ideas. ." bl, at 526-27. In light of the
Supreme Court's decision in Popish, it is unlikely that the "decency" standard used
in Baker would receiye support today in the federal courts.
81. 31 F. Supp. .156 (E.D.N.Y. 1972).
82. Id. at 158.59.
83. Ginsberg v. New 'York. 390 U.S. 629, 635 (1968). For a typical state statute,

see N.C. GE's. Srvi. § 14-190%10 (1974) this statute makes it a misdemeanor to
disseminate "sexually oriented" materials to ininors. The YariabIe standard for
testing obscenity in this statute 'closely parallels the Miller definition of obscenity.
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met." In Cinr«mi Theaters Ahawest States, Inc. v. City of Fort
Wayne, a case dealing with the concept of variable obscenity in the
context of a city's ordinance power, the Seventh Circuit stated:

ot% ma) not consonant with the'First Amendment, go beyond
the limitations inherent in the «incept of variable obscenity in regujating
the dissemination to 91)etriles of "(Lbjectionable" material:( Although
society is Oct. tO express. its special tootern for its children in a variety of
regulatoty schemes, it utay not lexcise a tonstitutional prerogatives
under the guise of ptotecting hiTinterest.46

Inconsistency doctrine. leasuring allegedly obscene material
against a legal definition bscenity has not been the courts' only
method of scrutinizing the at empty by school officials to restrain dis-
tribution of nonschool mate ial because of its content. 'The "incon-
sistency doctrine" is also imp rtant in cases involving both college and
high school students. Sever, I cases have held that the materials to
which school officials objec
Language objected to was alsc
in readings assigned by teacl
able to students on campus

In ['ought v. Van Buren
was based on his possession

eta could not he forbidden because the
found in materials in the schools library,

ers for classwork, or in publications avail -
:hrough student stores or newsstands.
tithe Schools,"rthe expulsion of a student
f a "24 page tabloid-type" publication that

contained the work "fuck." The officials said .that be had violated a
school regulation prohibiting the possession of obscene literature. The
evidence in the case showed that the same word appeared in 1 ,D.
Saliriger's The.Catcher in the Rye and in an article in Harper's Maga-
zine, both of which had been assigned in the school as classwork. The
court found the inconsistency to be "so inherently unfair as to be ar-.
.bitrary. and unreasonable," constituting a denial of due process; for
this reason the court ordered that the expelled student be reinstated
in school.

Because of the many books, magazines, and pamphlets containing
'profane' and vulgar" language that are found in college and high
school libraries and, bookstores, the "inconsistency doctrine" represents
a major obstacle for school officials who attempt to limit the dist,ribu-
tion of student publications tht have the same language."

81.. I he courts hae,not been faced with whether the standards for testing obscen-
ity would differ fin students- below the high school age. The Seventh Circuit in

howe%ei, noted that its decisions did not answer that question and did not
foicdose «msideration of this question, on the. merits. Jacobs v. Board of School
Comm'is,,00 F.2d 601, 610 (7th j973).

81. 193 F.2(1.1297 (7th Cir.-1973). .

86. Id. at 1302.'
87. 306 F. Stipp, 1388 (E.I). Nfich. 1969).

88. For other taws :mph ing the "inconsistency doctrine," we hcoville v. Board of
bibs., 125 F.2d 10, 11 17th (:ir. 1970); Sullivan v.. Ilouston Indep. School .Dist., 333
F. Stipp. 1119: 1165-67 (S.D. ex. 1971) (supplementary injunctions vacated on
other grounds), 171' F.2d 1071, (5th Cir. 1973); and Charming Club v. Board of
1Z7gents, 317 Stipp. 689 (N.D. Tex. 1970).
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Libel

Libel, which is written or printed defamation, is unprotected by the
First Amendment.''" No court decision was found in which a school
tried"to prohibit a distribution okliterattore because it contained libels'
Only in lower court dicta has this ti aditiottal exception to the 'first
Amendment with respect to student publications been recognized as
a basis for limiting distribution."
, Also, the general standard for libel is modified in, the school context.

The tort of libel is usually found when a false statement concerning
another has been published that brings hatred, disgrace, ridicule, or
contempt on that person and results in damage. The standard for
judging alleged libel of school officials, however, is higher. The
Supreme Court in New York Times v. Sullivah" held that the Con-
stitution requires a public official to show that the statement was made
with "actual malice" before recovery is available for a "defamatory
falsehood relating to his official conduct": The Fourth Circuit Court
of Appeals"2 recently indicated that this standard also applied to libel
of a school official. '

One way to deal with student distribution of allegedly libelous
materials is for schools to prohibit what is considered to be libelous
only when the school itself may be liable under state libel laws. In
situations in which libel would injure individual school officials or
other citizens, the libeled person could rely on the civil remedy and
sue the student responsible." This is precisely what an apartment
manager in Columbus, Ohio, did. He filed a $1,000,000 libel suit
against Ohio State University's student newspaper for articles he al-
leged to be "libelous and defamatory." The suit boomeranged; how-
ever, when the student responsible for the articles denied the charges
and filed a countersuit charging the man with malicious prosecution
and damage to her 'piofessional reputation. The court ordered him to
Pay the student $9,000."

Criticism of School Officials and Advocacy of Violatiokl of- School
Rules

The test to determine whether a student publication that criticizes
school officials Or advocates violation of school rules can be prohibited
is the Tinker test of whether the publication is likely subStantially
and materially to disrupt school operations. The essential question

89. See New York Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 268 (1964).
90. See Shanles v.. Northeast Instep, School Dist., 462 F.2d 960, 971 (5th Cir. 1972);

Fujishima v; Board of Educ., 460 F.2d 1355, 1359 (7th Cir. 1972):
91. 376 U.S. 254 (1964().
92. Baughman v. Freietuntitl, 478 F.2d 1345, 1351 (4th Cir, 1973). See also 'Trujillo.

v. Love. 322 F. Stipp. 1266, 1271 (1). Colo. 1971),
93. See Nahniod, Beyond Tinker: The High School as an Educational Public

Forum, 5 HAR.). CR% RIM-ITS. CP/. L. REV. 278, 290-91 (19,0):
94. 9 'THE 1-1120NICI.E'oe HIM-162 EDUCATION 7 (Nov. 4, 1974).
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is, When does a public ation that is critical of schfnll officials or, advo-
cates -violating .school rules lase its protection beictivie it is likely to
create a subtautial disruption? The Supreme Court, decision in.

Healy v. lames," 7. which involved the refusal by a college to.recognize
a student organization, helps answer that question:

l'he critical line heretofore drawn for determining the permissibility of 0
regulation is the line between mere advocacy and advocacy "directed to
inciting or producing imminent lawless action and . . . likely to incite or
proAce 'such action.- Braptilenburg. rs Ohio, 391 444,, 447 (1969),

In the context of the "special characteristics of the school envirdn-

went,- the power of the government to prohibit "lawless action" is not..
limited to acts of a criminal nature. Also prolnbitable are actions which
',"materially and substantially disrupt the work, and discipline of ,the school."

It is significant that in Healy the Court linked the "reasonable fore-
cast" language of Tinker to'the test set out in Brandenburg" that "ad-
vocacy 'directed to inciting imminently lawless action and . . . likely
to incite or. produce such actions' cart be piohibited. This linkage
gives added weight to those lower court decisions hot ing that mere
'criticism of school officials,or'advocacy of disruption is nsufficient to
support a reasonable forecast of disruption.

In Scoville,"7 summarized earlier, the student publi ation severely
criticized the school policies and administrators and dvocated that
students either refuse to accept or destroy written' materials distributed
by the school. In that case, the district court found no evidence of
actual dig'ruption and concluded that the criticism and advocacy were
insufficient to 5up4rt a forecast of substantial disruption.

Inf a case decideNbv the New, Yotk Commissioner of Education,
students had, been suspended for distributing an article that advised
incoming student to learn.to steal passes, to forge teachers' signatures,
to lie; and to sign their absetice excuse cards in order to ",make your
stay more pleasurable and to drive the administration, crazy."" The
Commistioner held that the article was satire, protected by ,the First
Amendment. He found 'no evidence that it had influenced. any stu-
dents to do or to attempt the acts suggested."

"Fighting" Words

Insulting or "fighting" words, "the very utterance of which inflict
injury or tend to incite an immediate breach of the peace," are not

91. 408 L5, 169, 188-89 (1972).
96. 391 C.S. 441, -147 (1969).
r.,t7. -125 F.2d 10 17th Cir. 1970)..
98. Matter of Brociner, 11 N.Y. Etic. Rpt. 204 (1972).
99. In light of Fierily, the Sixth Circuit's decision in the Norton tise that was

discussed earlier is questionable. It is doubtful whether the testi,not,/ -of school
officials in Norton that they "feared" that the student publication advocating
student' disruption of school activities "could ,conceivably" cause campus disorder

. was enough to support a conclusion that disiributing the literature was "likely to
incite or produce such action." See text accompanying notes 44-52, supra.
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protected ,by the First Amendment guarantee. of free sptClecfir Al-
though no case was found that del directly with student distribution
of materials alleged tome within' the fighting-words exeepiion, it
seems certain that such an exception does not apply in the school con-
text and is Closely related' to the' Tinker disruption-standard. ".

The New Jersey Commissioner of Education found a school regula-
tion totally prohibiting any student distribution on campus to.be over-
broad and, therefore, unconstitutional. He recognized; however, the
school's right to prohibit the distribution of hate'literature:

It is beyond arghment, however, that so called "hate literature" which
scurrilously attacks ethnic.; religious and racial groups, other irresponsible
publication aimed at creating hostility and violence, . . and similar
materials are not suitable for distribution in schools. Such materials can
be banned without restricting other kinds of leaflets by .,thiir application of
carefully designed criteria for making such judgments.101

The fighting-words exception-has not been expressly applied in school
distribution cases, but it has been accepted in a recent case involving
syMbolic speech., by students. In a Florida case,102 the federal district
(bun found that white students in a predominantly .white high. school
wore replicas of the Confederate' battle flag for the piirpose of offend-
ing, irritating, and provoking black students. l'fikcourt concluded
that where the use of a symbol had resultedinviolence and disrup-
tion at school, and the tensions surrounding the symbols had not Sub-
sided," the wearing and display of the flag should be prohibited. The
court relied on the evidence of disruption to justify its .order that the
school and its students discontinue using the Confederate battle flag
as a school symbol. Nevertheless, the court also pointed out that in a
situation like this, in which the actual purpose of using the symbol
was to provoke and anger black students;_the symbol was analogoits to
unprotected "fighting" worth.and could be prohibited.103

Distribution Cases Involving a Violation of School Rules

In several cases dealing with distribution of non- school - sponsored-
publications the courts have focused on the students' violation of
school rules, rather than on the constitutional question of free speech,dii
in upholding disciplinary action taken against the,students. In 8,ullivan'
v. Houston Independent School District,1". the Fifth Circuit Court of
Appeals found that school authorities were not "powerless to discip-

.

Too. chaplinsky v. New Hampshire, 315 U.S. 568 (1942).
101, Goodman t. South Orange-Maplewood Bd. of Educ., Comm'r of duc
(June 18, 1969).

I

102. Augustus v. School Bd. of Escambig rev, 361 F Stipp. 383 (N.D. Fla. 1973).
103. See also Smith v. St. Tammany Parish School Bd., 316 F. Stipp. 1174 (E.D. La.
1970), affd, .148 F.2d 414 (5th Cir. 1971),.in which the court-ordered desegregation
plan prohibited a school from displaying a Confederate flag. The court held that
the school had no constitutionarright to display this or other such .symbols when
the symbols are an affront to others.
104. 175 F.2d 1071 (5th Cir. 1973).
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line [the student] simply because his actions did not materially °and'

substantially disrupt school activities." The high school student in-

volved was suspended for distributing an "underground" newspaper
in yiolatiop of a school, regulation requiring prior approval of ma-
terials,before distribution. After his suspension, the student returned
to campus, refused to honor the principal's request to stop the dis-
tribution and leave campus, ;end twice shouted a profanity at the
principal.

The court ruled that the prior-review regulation was unreasonable
but upheld the suspension on the basis of the "Student's "flagrant ,dis -
regard of established 'school regulations.. . ." In support of its 4:2134r--
ion, the court cited Healy v. James,105 nosing that the Supreme. Court'
in that case had stated. that an announced refusal to comply with
reasonable campus regrilatiang would be a proper reason not to grant
university, recognition to a student organization.

In Karp v. Becken,106 the Ninth Circuit Court ruled that the school
was justified in- prohibiting distribution of signs on campus but had
not shown sufficient justification for disciplining the student for the
distributiot< However; ;Is the court 'also stated,

ts'itai we have said does not mean that thy-school could not have suspended
appellant for violating an existing reasonable rule. In fact, in securing the
signs, he broke a. regulation by going to the parking lot during school

imurs.107

The court pointed Out that the disciplinary action had been based on
conduct that amounted to protected "pure speech" and not on the rule
violations. Therefore, it could not be upheld.

In a New York case that also focused on violation of school rules,
the school principal ruled that an underground newspaper could not
be distributed on campus because it contained "four-letter words, filthy
references, abusive and disgusting language and nihilistic propa-
ganda."10" The student who was distributing the paper ignored a
warning not to'bring it on campus and refused to surrender the ma-
terial to the principal, when asked to do so. For this conduct he was
suspended from school. Despite the suspension, the student returned
to class in admitted defiance of the school officials' orders. The 'federal
district court upheld the suspension, which was based on "flagrant and
defiant, disobedience of school authorities" rather than on "protected
activity under the First Amendment...."

In a similar case from Texas,'" the school had awounced that dis-
tribution of unauthorized materials on campuhlrould result in

disciplinary action; Several students distributed an underground news-

101, 408 U.S. 169 (1972).
106. Karp v. liecken, 79 F.2(1 171 (9th Cir. 1973); see text accompanying note 28

supra.
107. id. at 177.
108. Schwitrtr v. Shunker, 298.F. Supp. 238 (E.D.N.Y. 1969).
109. Graham v. Houston Indep. School Dist., 335 F. Stipp. 1464 (S.D. Tex. 1970).
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paper in violation of that regulation and were suspended until they
stopped the distribution. The student' challenged the ;constitution-

° ality of the suspension. ,,The federal district court ruled that even
though there was, no evidence of "substantial and material" disrup-
tion, the school could suspend the students for their "gross disobed-
ience" of "school regidations. The evidence before the court showed
that "a major purpose"'of the students' acts had been to flout the rule.

These two cases leave two important questions unresolved.no First,
should a suspension based partly cut unprotected behavior (violation
of school rules). and partly on the exercise of protected free- spech be
permitted?' Second:may a school punish a student for violating a, rule
that is unconstitutional? Notwithstanding the thrust of these decisions,
school officals 'should not consider it safe to discipline students for
violating an invalid rule."'

PRIOR REVIEW OF NON-SCHOOL-SPONSORED STUDENT LITERATURE

SchOols sometimes seek to review literAture before it is distributed
so that if ifis found to be objectionable it can be restrained, before any
damage is done. A requirement that the content of publications or the
time, place, and manner of distribution undergo prior review before
students may disseminate written materials raises a separate set of
constitutional considerations that need special examination.

The court decisions on prior review are divided. Most have said
that a prior-review requirement can be imposed. if adequate procedural
safeguards are provided. But at least one circuit court of appeals, the
Seventh, has aid that prior-review requirements are unconstitutional
per se.

The Fourth Circuit in Quarterman v. Byrc/112 and Baughman v.
Freienmuth,113 the Second Circuit in Eisner v. Stamford Board of Edu-
cation,11' and the Fifth Circuit in Shanley v. Northeast Independent
School District115 have, all said that prior review tan be exercised if
done properly. But these courts have relied on differekt theories to
justify their conclUsion. The Second and Fourth Circuit courts have
said that the "reasonable forecast" language of Tinker supports prior
review of student expression, while the Fifth Circuit (in Shanley) jus-
tifies prior review on" t] he' necessity for discipline and orderly pro-
cessekin the high school:.,.:

110. See Pressman, Students' Rights to Write and, Distribute, 15 INEQUALITY IN

EbUCA LION 63, 68 (1973), It should be noted that the Sullivan. case did not raise
these questions because the court foutul that the prior-review rule was-constitutional
and therefore violating aterule did not involve protected student activities.
IL See Karp v. Becken, 477 F.2d 171 (9th Cir. 1973); and text accompanying note
106 supra.
112. 453 F.2d 54, 57-59, (4th Cir. 1971).
113. 478 F.2 1343,-1348 (4th Cir:,1973).
114. 440,F.2d 803, 805-8 (2d Cir. 1971):
115. 462 F.2d 960. 969 (5th Cir. 1972).
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Although these courts recognized that some type of prior review,
cauld lie imposed, all the pior-rtview schemes considered in the cases

ijust cited were found to be ncoristitutional when the strict procedural
standards of the Supreme Court, as set out in F'reedmani.). Mary/and,"!
were applied. The courts of. appeals found the school rulesirnpermis-
bible because they lacked adequate procedural safeguards. In addition,
the Court of Appeals for the First Circuit issued an order suspending
a school regulation prohibiting distribution Unless advance approval ;
was obtained." The'court's 'rejection oC prior review, however, was
based on the -vagueness of the prioi-revieW regulation and its faihire to °
provide' necessary procedural safeguards, and not on a theol'y that every
system of prior review is. unconstitutional.

The Seventh Circuit in Fujishima v. Board of Educatioull8 ruled
that a regulation requiring prior approval of publications was unco,n-
stitutional per,se because it constituted "prior restraint 4.violation of
the First Amendment." This'court expressly disagreed with the SeCond
Circuit Court's approval of piior review in Eisner, arguing that the
Eisner, court had misinterpreted Tinker:

The Tinker forec at rule is properly, a 'formula for determining when the
requirements of school discipline. justify punishment of students for exer-

- cisc of their First-Amendment rights. It is not a basis for establishing, a
system of censorship and licensing designed ?to- prevent the exercise of
First Amendment rights.119

The Fujisliima"court argued that "in proper context', the "reasonable
forecast" language' of Tinker is not an approval of prior review of
student expression.

The Supreme Court has not resolved the conflict between the courts
of appeal on prior reView, in the school setting. However, its decisions
on prior restraint of. First Amendment rights in other contexts serve as
guidelines in analyzing the disagreement between th'e courts of appeal.
The Supreme,CoUrt has stated that "any system of prior restraint of
expression comes to this Court- bearing aheavy presumption against
its constitutional validity."120 The state "thus bears a heavy hurden of
showing justification for the imposition of such at restraint,""'

In Healy v: James the Court said that the interest of the college in
"preventing disruption" might justify prior restraint; but the same
"heavy burden" of justification applies to prior restraint on the college

Mi. 380 U.S. 51 (1965) (setting out procedural safeguards 'for, a- system of state
censorship of inmies).
117. Kiseman v. Schoql C:ominhv, 139 F.2d 148, 149 (1st Cir. '1971).. In Vail v..
Board of Educ., 354 r. 592; 599 (D.N.H. 1973), the district court approved in
principle priorwevieW by school officials. The .Vail case is now on appeal to the
First qrcuit, anet.the decision in that case should clarify the rule in Risen-Jim., .

118. 1,80 F.2d 135.5, 1357 (7th Cir. 1972).
119. Id. at 1358.

.12Q. Bantam Books, Inc. v. Sullivan, 372 U.S. -58, 70 (1973). See Near, v. Minnesota,
283 U.S. 697 (1931).
121. Organization for a- Better Austin v. Keefe, 402 U.S. 415, 419 (19713.

ti
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campus.122 Thus,o even though the Supreme Court greatly ,disfavots
prior restraints on the exercise of First Amendment rights; it has not
ruled that all such restraintb,are unconstitutional per se. There might
be, as the Second Circuit noted in quoting the Supreme Court in Neat
ri. Minnesota, "exceptional cases that would justify a "previous
restraint."12" .

The courts of appeal that have approved the principle of prier ye-
view' have recognised the heavy presumption against its constitution-
ality.124 The .Fourth Circuit's decision in Quartermaa. makes it clear
that the special circumstance under which school authorities can justify
prior restraint occurs when the school can "reasonably forecast sub-
stantial disruption of or material interference with school activities"
on account Of distribution of printed daterials.12' To establish a
"reasonable. forecast," the school must show ,"substantial facts which
reasonably support a forecast of likely disruption":126 thus a prior re-
straint based on a general fear of disruption cannot stand. ,

It seems that the state's recognised interest in maintaining -order and-
discipline in the schools, when combined with a "reasonable forecast"
of substantial and material disruption, would support in principle a
regulation requiring prior review of student publications. Tfie Fuji-
Wilma conclusiim that Tinker, when combined with Near, compels a
rule against the constitutionality of regulations requiring prior review
and approval of student publications is not compelling.121

If -a prior-review requirement may be imposed, the procedural pro-
tections the courts require to make the requirement valid are impor-
tant. Before prior review can be rustified in the school situation, "a
Jeasonable fOrecast" of substantial disruption" of or -material interfer-
ence with school activities must be present or the school must specific-
ally intend to prevent only the distribution of unprotected content. A
regulation allowing prior review of such unprotected materials must

.. contain precise criteria sufficiently spelling out what is forbidden
..o that a reasonably intelligent student will know What he may write
; pci,what he may not write."12'' Terms of art such as "libelous" and
"obscene," if used in a regulation, are not "sufficiently precise and
understandable by high schoOl students and administrators . . .. to be
acceptable criteri;o:"2"

-. Even if the prior-restraint scheme precisely defines syhat may not
'The published or distributed, it is invalid unless it meets the strict

procedunil safeguards required by the Supreme Court in Freedman v.

122. 108 U S. 169, 181 (1972). .

123. Eisner %. Stain/m(1 Rd. of Etic., 110 F.2d 803,.806 (2d Cir, 1971).
121. See, e.g.,. Baughman %. Freictunuth;.178 F.2d 13.11, 1318 (4th Cir. 1973).

121. -153 F.2(.1 51, 58 (1th Cir. 1971).

126. Id. at 59.
127. Fujishima %. Board of Ethic., 160 F.2(1 1355, 1357 (7th Cir. 1972) .
128. Baughman v. Freienmuth,,1178 F.2(1.1311, 1351' (4th.. Cir. 1973).

129. Id. at 1350.
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Marvland.1ut Ilse Fotnth (;inuit, in Baughman, has translated these-
requirements lor use in the school environment as follows:.

I) .1 definition of "Disttibution- and its application to different kinds
of maul Mk v

C..!) prompt apprmal or disapproval of what is submitted:
'13) Specification of the effete of failure to act prompt I}; and

I) adetftote and prompt appeals procedure.131

The Supreme Court might find even, a perfect prior-review. rule
impermissible. In a continuing-system of prior review, it may be very,
difficult tb prove if constant "reasonable forecast ". of disruption as
opposed to a general "undifferentiated fear" of disrnption. More im-
portant, the possibility existsthat even the best rule of prior review
will discourage the exercise of protected First 4mendment freedoms by
many studentp unwilling.to risk submitting materials or to challenge.,
an adverse .decision. This possible dampening of the expression of
protected freedoms may outweigh the school's interest in constant pre-
vention of likely disruption, especially when the school, without prior
review, cat) effectively ((nitrol disrupt,ive conduct br punishing-viola-
tions of reasonable schoorregulatiOns as they occur. ,

CONTROI SCI:1001-SP0N'SORFD Pen! [CATIONS
1

The limitations on school control of non-school-sponsored publica-
tions just reviewed .apply generally to

the
that are

school sponsored and financed, such 'As the student newspaper, literary
niagarine, Or yearbook. The cases have established that practically no
edirbrial control flows front the (ad that the school or university spon-
sors nd4inani-es student publiCations. School officials can require
student editors to comply with State laws respecting libel or obscenity
and reasonable school regulations governing student conduct. Btkt
they cannot control or prohibit content that is "controversial" unless'--
Material and substantial disruption of school discipline and order is
likely to result."'2 .

Most cases involving schookponsored publications have arisen from
student challenges to.school censorship of written inaterialsNs the
cases below indicate. the courts have ruled in favor of the challenges
and against claims .91 eclitorial control of school-sponsored and fi-
nanced publlcations.

fill '181).1. S.11 (1961).
131. 178f.'..!il 1311.1311 CO, 1973) ,

132. 1 he .1inciitau Liberties 1. Mon makes the following 'recommendation on
student pcililitationi!

Neither the faculty advisors `not the principallAbould prohibit the publication
of disttibutiMt of matetial emept when stir!) purification or distrAbution would
twit% endanger the health of safer% of the students, or clearLy and Miming:laiy

threaten to disrupt the educational process, or might 1w of a libelous nature.
f.1 51F RH CH ITHIR I IFS \ At %DFSttr fRunosa THE SECONDARN

Sc HOOTti I I I I!Ifi8).]
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The'first litigated challenge to whool tbutrol over. 4tudent editorial
comment involved -.1 campus etlitot who was expelled for printing
"censored'' Over the space where an edittifial he had been told not to
publish would have appeared.''' I'he planned editorial praised the
state university pr6ident for supporting academic freedom upiver7
sity students and critic ied the governot: The dirnncssal was held to
be an unconstitutional lituitatidn .of -the editor's First .kmendmetil
rights.

In a. more recent case. the president of a predominantly black col-
lege announced permanent termination of .school binding of the stu-
dent newspaper after-publication of an editorial that opposed the
increased admission of 'white students and advocaittecl :1 policy of black
separatism.' as Also, the editorial staff had adOpted a pOlicy of rejecting
white students as staff meniberx for the paper and refusing advertise-
ments [roar white merchants. The president found the editorial coin-
mentipand the paper's policies "abhorrent, contrary to the university
policy, and inconsistent with constitutional and statutory guarantees
of equality...... The school argued that because the termination of
financial Support was to be permanent, the termination did not
amount to masouship or unconstitutional curtailment of student ex-
ptession. Students remained free to write, publish, and distribute on
campus a non-school-sponsored 'newspaper.

The court of appeals 'ejected these arguments, stating,

[A] «fflegc need not establish a (amine, newspaper,. or if a paper has
been established, the wilco ma% permanentls' discontinue publualion for
leasons wholh unrelated to the First Amendment. But if a college has a
student newspaper, its publication cannot ha- suppressed because college
officials dislike its editorial comment....
. . Censorship of «instirutionalls proteited expression cannot be imposed
ht suspending the Minus, suppiessing tireulation, igviting inquimatAr of
«intim ersial minks. exiising 'tepugnant material, withdrawing financial
suppoit, or asserting am other form of wisolial inersight based on the
institution's power of the purse.137.

Nothing indicated that the editorial «mmient had ca-ttsed any 4lisrup-
tion of the school's operation; the termination of funding resulted
primarily front the president's "displeasure with the editorial polio,
and this clearl% did mit satisfy the Tinker disruption standard.'"""

Ill, I)ickes t %labania State 11(1.. of Falin., 273 I. Stipp, 613 M,I). Ala. 1967.).

his at thin was lain dniuisud when the issue twianie moot because I)icke) had
tiansfeited to .another «Mew. And wars nn Inngcr interested in returning to the

iampus, I tot state I nit. t. 1)itkev, 102 l',2(1 it i t7itli(ait. 1968).
131. jostle! lit 1-.2d .1716 lth (ait. 1973). See Ws° . Ham
mond, 31)8 F. Stipp, 1329 (1) \Ids, 1970), and %median Cit il I iherties ['Mon of
Va Radford ('.ollege,. 315 Supp..893 i%V.I). Va. 1970).
13) jostler t %% lilting. 177 I. 2t1 1 iti, 160 Ilth (air. 1973).
116,, In /oNtie.i. the «nut of airptals also men 'lied the district «nitt's conclusion
that the school's intim) was justified beiause the (nnrinn tcho.was .1 "stale agetir"
and timid not Ivgall% spend -state hinds to aihixate !dual segregation. The Fourth
(limit (n11(111(1(11 that eten 11 the patior were at state agern%, it would not he
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In another school censorship case, Bazaar v. Fortitne,137 the Fifth
Circuit Court ruled againsta university's attempt to \prevent publica-
tion of a student. literary magatine because it contained' two student
short stories that were considered objectionable becaus of the "earthy
language" and their subjectsinterracial love and bl ck pride. The
court conckuled that neither school financing nor a stat ment identify-
ing the magatine as a university publication was stiff dent ". . . to

equate the University with a private publisher. and end w it with ab-
solute arbitrary powers to decide what can l e printed.." aK Reviewing

t.the case law concerning school-Supported publications, t e court found
that ". . . the mutts have refused to recognise as' pe.missible any
regulations infringing free speech when not sh"Own to le necessarily
related to Che,maintenance of order and discipline with n the educa-

tional process:"In
The need to satisfy the Tinker burden of material and substantial "-

disruption applies' in the same way to high school regulatiOns of school-

. sponsored student publications. In New. York a high schbol principal
irppounded undistributed copies of a student literary maga ine because

he found it obscene."". The district court rejected this ac ion, finding
that the material was not obscene under thedeftnition of bscenity for

minors tinder state law. In the ablence of "obscene" n aterials, the
principal could not prevent distribution of the publication without an
overriding justification that, would satisfy the "substanti; I dis,ruption
and material interference standards" of Tinker.

School officials have 'also argued that .censorship of slch 01-sponsored

student publications maybe justified when the objet io able content
may be detrimental to the public confidence and goo( wi 1 enjoyed by
the school. The Fifth Circuit Court in Bazaar v. F rtn le concluded,

that such a instill( atiOn for curtailing, free speech would e applicable
only in the "most extrone cases," for.to stifle speech . . merely
because it would draw an adverse reaction from . th majority of

people . . . would be to virtually read 'the First Arne dmem out of
the .Constitution. . ."111 Although potential danger tb the public's
confidence in a schoolsystem is not enough, to justify kensorship, on

4

I

ptohihited (tom "expres5ing bostilits to racial integration:: (477 F.2d at 461).
For further discussion of the student ticwsp.aper as a state -.agency. see Arrington

as lor, 380 F.-Stipp. 1348 (M.D.N.C. 1974),
137. 476 F.2d 570 12th Cir. 1971).
138. /d. a t .174.

139. /if at 175 (foOtnots omitted).
koppel s. 1 e; .117 F. Supp,, 456,'(E.D.N.Y, 1972). -See also Thonen v,

Jenkins. 191 F.2d 722 lilt Cir. 1973), in which the editiir of the student newspaper
isas expelled because he printed a "four-letter" sulgarity in a fetter criticizing the
president of his unisersits. The Fourth Circuit affirmed the district court's decision
that Ow expulsirm sinhited the student's First Amendment rights. The university's
belief that the idea was "offensise to good taste" tould not itttify the curtailment
of First Amendment *Tibet ties.-
111.' 476' F.2d 170, .179 (5th (sir. 1973), rehearing, and, rehearingg-granted en bane

(Ma% 9, 1973).
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rehearing en bans the court -allowed the university to print on the
ktudent magazine's over a disclaimer stating: "This is not an official
publication of the University." 142

If la student publication is part of a journalistic laboratory, the
types, of permissible controls may be greater than the mere require-
ment that libel obscenity laws be observed. For example, such a
vehicle could be limited to student work and the writing limited to
assigned topics. However, a claim that a student publication is sole'y
an "educational device" and therefore subject to greater school control
must be proved. Thetcourt will look closely to see whether faculty
direction and advice is actually given in writing and publishing the
materials. If this type of control does not exist and the publication is
in fact an open student forum, then the school will not be able to
regulate the publication as it could a product of a journalistic lab-
oratory. Regidation of student expression will be upheld .

merely because it comes -labeled as :teaching' ,when in fact 'little or no
teaching [takes]place.""3

The limited control a school may exercise over a high school news-
paper that serves as an open forum for student opinion is illustrated
by the decision oft New York federal district court.'" The court up-
held the right of students to buy space in their student newspaper to
express opposition to the war in Southeast Asia, an unpopular political
position in the school at that time. The principal had prohibited the
advertisethent on the basis that it did not deal with school-related ac-
tivity. The court declared that the First Amendment guarantees the
students' right to publish their paid advertisement. in the school paper
and noted that earlier issues of the paper had containedarticles on the
war and other non-school-related activities. This case indicates-that
when a student publication is used to communicate both general in-
formation and the concerns of the student body, the school ,cannot
censor what is printed on the basis that the subject is 'controversial or
not -a concern of the school.

The courts have fitrther dealt with whether school authorities can
limit .access of students and nonstudents to school - sponsored publica-
tions. If the publication is an open student forum used to communi-
cate general information and concerns of the student body, the school
cannot liMit access to the forum:gen to avoid controversy; embarrass-
ment, or the diffi-cult judgments on materials that may be unprotected
speech; such as libel, obscenity, or speech likely to cause "substantial
disruption?""5

112. Bazaar'. Fortune, 189T.2d 221 t.'",t11 Cir. 1973).
1t3. Urnjillo 1.0.:322 I. siNp,1266. 1271 (1), (:o16. 1971). -Ser atsn Bazaar v.
Fortune, 476 F.2d 571 nth Cir: F973), and Zucker %. Panitz. 299 k. Stipp. 102, 103
tS.D.N.Y. 1969).
lit. tucker v. Paint', :1.99 F. Stipp. If* (S,D.N.Y..1969)

Sec Lee %. Board of Regents. 141 F.2d 1217 (7tii (;ir. 1971), and Zucker r.
Paniti, 299 F. Stii,p. 102 IS.D.N.Y. IMO). See Barnin, :hers% lo the Press A New
First Antrndment Right, 80 11 1,. REv. 1611.419671 .
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Whatever the school'~ rights to control school publicaticins, suspen-

sion or expulsion of a student' for violating a rule on publications
seems unreasonable except in extreme cases. If the school has authority

to discipline a studdit for violating such a rul removing him from a
position that has responsibility for the publicati n would seem to be a

%,,,

more effective and appropriate form of control than "suspension or
expulsion. This was the action recently taken at Vassar College when
the yearbook editors attempted to include both pictures of nude stu-
dents showering antl engaging in sexual intercourse and a senior-class

history said to be "full of libelous statements, pictures of nude stu-

dents . . . that were clearly Obscene and could cost us a libel suite'
The studeins were removed from their positions, and the objectionable. .
material was deleted. The students have not yet challenged their

removal.' la

WEAPONS ON *mom, GROI'iNDs.

' School boards, in discharging their responsibility to Maintain orderly
schools, may forbid students to bring .onto school grounds weapons

or instruments that might be dangerous to-the'po4sessor or other Stu-

dents: 47 A student who knowingly violates such a rule may be

ilsuspe deli or expelled. One satisfactory school board regulation on

weapons provides as follows:

A student shall pot knowingly ,possess, handle, or transmit any object
that, can reasonably be considered a .weapon (I) on the school grounds
during and joimediatelv before and immediately after school hours,

(2) on the school grounds at any other time when the school is being used

by a school group, or (3) off the school grounds at any school activity,

function, or,esent. "
This rule does not apply to normal school supplies like. pencils and

compitsses but does apply to any firearm, any explosive including fire-
crackers, any knife other than a small penknife, and other dangerous objects

of no leasonabie use to the pupil at school.145

If a teacher or other school official finds a student with a dangerous

object, he can require the student to surrender the object and, if
necessary, use force to disarm him. lit a case involving,x,student who

refused to surrender a pistol, a Texas court: noted that a 'teacher has

not- only thq right to remove dangerous Object from a student but

. .

I lb. News and Ohserser (Raleigh,' N.C.), April , I 97t), apie,eol. I.

117. Such roles base not been yeliousiy questioneklSie, 'e.g., Breese V. Smith,

.5n1 P.2d 119 (Alas.1972). ,

118. R. Pn N1 5 CUM NI NLS, Si rmNl `WWI NsIONS AND EXPULSIONS: PROPOSED

SCHOOL. BO %RD Coors 21 (1970). Such a rule would presumably encompass the

situation faced by a recent 11/inois court in which a sixth grader beat an-.

other with a yardstick while tilt- teacher, was, out of the room, in holding the

teacher not liable for neglignee, declared that iI "yardstick in a classroom

cannot be considered an inherently dangerous instrumentality." Clay v. Chicago

Bd. of,Educ.. 318 N.E.2d 153 (Ill. App. 1974),
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also the duty to do so when the safety of students or school personnel
might lie threatened."9

An Illinois court held that a student's rights had not been violated
when a school official, acting on anonymous information that the
student had a gun, asked police officers to disarm him.'"

Under certain circumstances, a student may bring a weapon to
school, but only under close scrutiny. For example, students in ROTC'
or other school-sponsored activities may possess weapons. The use of
the weapon, ho;weyer, must he properly supervised, as a Kentucky
court noted in finding a teacher liable for ,injuries sustained by a pupil

1 from the discharge of a ,gun used during a school play. The teacher
\hacrtlirected the use of a gun and "live,,,Iiiank" ammunition, but had
wot .supervised. the preparation of. the ammunition or inspected the
eapon after it was loaded.151
Primarily because of the increased violence in schools, some states

gave made possession of weapons in school a criminal violation. For
eXample,fa North Carolina statute makes it a misdemeanor, punishable
by $500 kine or six months' imprisonment, or both, for any person to
possess any specified weapon, openly or concealed, on school property
tiOless used solely for educational or school-sanctioned ceremonial pur-

4,..pOses.1'2 The prohibition applies to all levels of education, to both
public and private institutions, and to all property owned, used, or
operated by the school board.

DAMAGE OR DESTRUCTION OF SCHO9I, PROPERTY

The maintenance and preservation of school property are legal

duties of tIle school board. In carrying out this responsibility,
the school board may adopt regulations prohibiting misuse of and
damage to school property; suspension or expulsion is a permitted
sanction in extreme violations of these regulations.

The type of discipline a school may impose for damage to school

property depends on the circumstances. Accidental damage or de-
struction is not basis for suspensiori,or expulsion. Even damage caused
by a student's carel6sness or negligence does not justify depriving him
of school attendance." Similarly, such minor injuries to property as
carving on a desk top, writing on a wall, or even ripping a page out
of a school book do not rrant suspension or expulsion; thus the
school has no authority to' impose these sanctions for such offenses.

149.

ISO.

151.

152.
113.

Metcalf v. State, 21 "Tex, App. 174, 17 S.W. 142 (1886).
1r1 Re Boykin, 39 III. 617, 237 N.E.2d 460 (1968).
Wesley v. Page, 514 S.E.2'.d 697 (Ky. App, 1974).
N. C. GEN. STAr. § 14-169.2 (Supp. 1974) .
Holman v. School Trustees of Avon, 77 Mich. 605, 43 N.W. 996 (1889);

accord, Perkins v. Indep. School Dist,. 56 Iowa 476,9 N.W. 356 (1880); and State
e v. Vanderbilt, 116 Intl. II, 18 N.E. 266 (1888). See generally Goldstein, The Scope

and Sources of School liotrrd Authority to Regulate Student Conduct and Status:
A Nonconstitutional Analysis, 117 U. PA. L. REV. 373, 402-3 (1969) .
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But if a student, willfully,destroys school property, he may be expelled
under certain ciic mustance.s.F" When the destruction is serious and
premeditated, as in arson or major vandalism the school board may
suspe .c1 or expel the student or even swear out a warrant for his arrest.

Pa elicit responsibility laws are another-device for dealing with
vandalism of school property. Thew statutes make parents liable for

6willful or malicious property destruction committed by their chil-
dren.i'" and they apply whether the damage is done during or after
school.'"'(' Most of these laws were passed hr the late 1950s as a deter-
rent to school vandalism.''; Courts have interpreted them. strictly,158
on the,basis that they are contrary to the common law, but have up-
heldheld thein.1" ,--7\,' i

PERSONAL APPEARANCE

Historically, schools haVe exercised strict control in 'natters of stu-
dent dress and 'grooming.. 'In recent years, however, as long hair,
beards, and mustaches became fashionable- for men and" unconven-
tional clothes became the standard, for young people of both sexes,

.

school sNStems freyiently have found themselves in court defending
the validity of student dress codes ag'ainst challenges by students- and
Own. parents. In a'multitude of, law suits, students have argued that
the United States Constitution garantees them the right to determine
for,themselves the lengttr of their hair and the manner of their dress.
School systems -generally'have denied that school children have such -a

.

.

III. Palms ra lid, of Etic. 1. ilatisen, 56 N.J. Super. 567, 153 A.2d -(1959).

.See irlso N.l. RE, S'1%1, § 18.k-37-2 (Stipp. 1974). which declares that "willfully
causing or attempting to Cause. substantial damage 'to schdol property" is a valid
basis lot suspending a-student.
I.5). see, .g., N. J. Rrs, SEM-. § 18A-37-3_ (which does not require property de-

struction to be willful or malicious) ; N. C, GEN. SEM.. § 1-538.1 (1969) .

156. i'alttivra Bd. of Fltic. s. Hansen, 56 N.J. Super. 567, 153 A2d 393 (1959).
157. Cohnes S.: Valentine, stop Tanqausm with Parent Responsibility l.aws, 145
.1 vt. Stlio01. Bo. J. 9 (1960) See gcntrally Note, 'Thu Iowa Parental Responsibility
Act, 1.1 10%1 \ 1.. Rrs. 1037 (1970) ; Note, A Conctitution«1 Caveat on the l'irarious
I iaQilitY 01 Pairnts, 47 NoURE 1).VNtE LAW REV. 1321 (19721.

158.. S''' e.g., Lamm Indef.), (:onsol, School Dist., v. Ciwthturne, 76 S.U. 106, 73
N.1C.2d 337 r 1955)Ste taco .Allen 1. (Macon, 449 S.11'.24 289 Cis.. App. 1969),
in which the court enjoined a suspension based on a board regulation requiring
payment in full of damages to school ptoperty before readmission to school. The
court Idund ...thai the school had not followed its own policy of takings parents'.
financial «mdttions into account.
159. See, e.g.../n rr Solicit, 20 Md, .1pp. 179, 315 A.2d 110 (1974); Comeral Ins. Co.
of .1titutita Iatilknet, 259 N.C. 317, 130 S.E2d 645 (1963). But see e:orley S.
1.t.wIcs+, 227 (,a, 71), 182 S.E.2d 766 (1971), in which the Georgia Supreme Court

-snuck down 'that state's parental sicarionS liability statute as Inflictive of the due:
process clause of the Foutteenth .-%ntendnient. The court noted that similar statutes
upheld in °dna sides loos ided tor 0111% limited recoseri,i and were intended is
penalties to aid in contiolling juscitile delinquents, while the Georgia statute al-:
lowed 4tulitnited returns of ptopetti and personal 'injury' damages and was not
inteoded as tt,pettaltt.
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right and have argued that even if such a right exists, it must yield
to the state's M cut iding interest in operating the, public schools.

Unfortunately, atter enormous expenditures' Of time and Money by
students, parents, school officials, and state-;and federal courts, uniform
rules on the degree to which school officials ma), regulate the grooming
and dress of public school students do not exist.. Many courts have
accepted the student argtupents and sharp)), restricted the power of
schoolS to govern student, appearance, but many have upheld the
schools' authorio, to regulate student dress ana grooming extensively.
The Supreme Court has cohsistently.and frequent!) refused to hear
cases dealing with student, appearance and thus, has left standing con-
flicting lower court opinions)" Consequently, in answering questions

.about schools' authority to control student appearance, one must first
ask, Where do you live?

Hair Codes

The most frequently litigated issue in student appearance cases con-
cerns the regulation 'of hair length on male students. Five of the ten
circuits of the United States Court of Appeals (First, Third, Fourth,
Seventh and Eighth) have ruled that students have a' cOristitutionally
protected right to choose theirnw hairs0e,"" and this right extends
to all school activities including athletic s."2 However, tliese five cir-
cuits have not agreed on the constitutional basis of this right.

The First Amendment's guarantee. of free expression,"" the Ninth
Amendment's gurantee of the right to privacy,"" and the Fourteenth
Amendment's guarantee of clue process and equal protection"5 have
all been used to provide the constitutional underpinning for the right
of male students to wear long hair."'" While this right is not absolute,

160. See, e.g Holsappi5.' v. Woods, 100 F.2d -19 (7th Cir.),, err ?, denied, 95 S. Ct.
185 (1974) (striking down school grooming code as an unjustified infringement
of students' constitutional right to wear hair at an length); Karr v, Schinidt,*460
C.S, 6709. (en Banc), (ere. denied, 109 t.S.t989 (1972) (upholding school grooming
code and setting out a rule drat in public schools dress codes are constitutional
per se).
161.' See, e.g., Fitst Circuit (Maine. Mass., N.H., R.1/,'1'.12,), Richards v. Thurston,
121 F.2d 1281 (1st Cir. 1970); I hird Circuit (Del_ Nil., Pa., Vir. Stull v, School
ME, ('(9 F.2d 339 (3d Cir. 1972); Fourth Circrztit (Ifd N.C., S.C., Va., IV. Va.),
Massie Hems, 151 1;',2d 779: (1th Cir. 1972); Soon!) Circuit (Ind., III., Wis.),
Breen s. Kahl. 119 F.2d 1031 17th Cir. 1969), err. denied, 398 937 (1970); and
Eighth Circuit (Ark., Iowa, Minn.. Mo., N ) S.D.), Bishop s. Colaw, 450
F.2d 1069 (8th ( ;ir. 1971). No opinion cot Turing long hair it male students was
found for either the Seiontl Circuit (Con N.Y., I or the circuit for. the District
of Columbia.
162. See Long s, /Jupp,176 F.20 180 (- th Cir. 1' r3) (per curiam).
163, '.See firein .s.Kahl, 119 .F.2d I .1 (7th Cir. 1969) (constitutional right found
in the penumbras,of the First and !nth amendments).
161. Id.
165. See, e.g., Stull %. School, 159 F,2d 339 ,(3.,t1 (AI-, 1972); and Richards v.-
Thurston, 124 F.2d 1281 (1st 19701.

166. 'Mr. Justice Douglas h s concluded that. "one's hair styk, like one's taste for
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it has sufficient constitutional magnitude for these courts to require
school systems to meet a substantial burden of justification to regulate
student hairstylesom7 . .

Absent a showing by the school system that long hair creates "sub-
stantial and material disruption" or health or safety hazards, or sub-
verts the basic purposes of the school program, a hair-length regulation
is constitutionally impermissible in the areas served by these courts.'"
Even in these limited circumstances, the school official must try to use
other ways to prevent disruptions before he martirdetudent to
shear his locks.169 Thus, in the states within these federal jurisdictions,
a school hair code is presumed invalid unless the school, demonstrates
with specific evidence that long hair is "disruptive" or hazardous.

In four other circuits,, however, (Fifth, Sixth,' Ninth,-and Tenth)
federal courts, appeal haye..ruled that students have no constitution-
ally protected, fundamental interest in their personal appearance, and
any interest they do have is so insubstantial that it is not cognizable in
federal courts and therefore is subject to state and school regulatiori.1"

food, or one's liking fo; certain kinds of music, art, reading, or recreation, is
certainly .fundamental iu our constitutional schemea scheme ,designed to keep

gominment off the backs of people." He considers deciding about the length of
one's hair to be among the fundarhental rights retained by the people under 'the

Ninth Amendment: Olff v, East Side Union High SChool Dist., 445 V.2d 932
(9th' Cir. 1971), cert. denied, 404 U.S. 1042, (1972) (dissenting opinion).
167. The Seventh Circuit has concluded that although one's interest in appearing
as he chooses may he of a much lesser magnitude than "a fixed star in our consti-
tutional constellatiort," when violation of a school grooming code could result in
depriving a student of his opportunity to obtain an, education, the school must
meet a substantial burden' of justification. Holsapple v. Woods, 500 F.2d 49 (7th
Cir' 1974). Compare Miller v. School Dist. No. 167, 495 F.2d 658 (7th Cir. 1974),

in which the cottrt of appeals upheld the dismissal of a male school teacher because,

inter alia, of his mode of dress and his beard. The court stated that the consti-
tutional interest which plaintiff seeks to vindicate is not of the first magnitude and

the impairment, of that interest is a relatively minor deprivation at hest." Id. ak

60. See generally Ham v, South Carolina, 409 U.S. 524 (1973), in which the
Supreme Court concluded that a trial judges refusal to question potential jurors
as to tileir.bias against beards did not reach the level of a constitutional Violation.
168. See, e.g., Holsapple v. Woods, 500 F.2d 49, 52 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 95
S. Ct. 185 (1971); MasSie v. Henry, 455 F.2d 779, 783 (4th Cir. 972): Bishop v.
Cermenaro, 355 F. Stipp. 1269 (D. Mass. 1973.
169. See, e.g.. Massie y, Henry. 455 F.2d 779, 783 (4th Cir. 1972), in which the
court rejected the school officials' arguments ,that a hair code was justified because
of the disruptive reactions of others to long hair on males and to ensure safety,
in shop and laboratory courses. The Fourth Circuit panel noted that hairnets
would prevent the safety hazards in shop and lab and that school officials should -.

work for tolerance of freedom of choice in order to defuse the adverse reactions of
others.
170. See, e.g., Fifth Circuit (Ala., Canal Zone, Fla., Ga., La., Miss., Texas), Karr v.
Schmidt, 460 F.2d 609 (5th Cir.) (en Kane), cert. denied, 409 U.S. 989 (1972); Sixth
Circuit (Ky., Mich., Ohio, Tenn.), Jackson v. Dorrier, 424 F.2d 213 (6th Cir.),
cert. denied, 400 U.S. 850 (1970); Ninth Circuit (Ariz., Alaska, Cal., Hawaii, Guam,
Idaho, Nev., Ore.. Wash.), King v. Saddleback Junior College School Dist., 445
F.2d 932 (9th Cir. 1971); Tenth CirrAct (Colo., Kan., N.M., Okla., 'Utah, Wyo.),
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These courts have rejected not only the constitutional bases for the
right to determine one's personal appearance outlined above"' but
also claims that hair codes violate freedom of religion172 and parents'
constitutional right to raise their children according to their own
values.'"

rithin the geogra hic boundaries of these four jurisdictions, school
systems need only c monstrate that regulation of h it length is ration-
ally related to educational purposesa burden of justification not
difficult to satisfy."'

The Fifth Circuit has determined that, in public schools at the high
school leveLand below, sc 1 grooming codes are constitutional per se.
Federal district courts in tha circuit must dismiss a student challenge
tosuch regulations for failur to state a cause of action unless the
student's complaint alleges that he regulation is ;wholly arbitrary or
discriminatorily enforced.175 Thus, he per se rule would not apply to
zi regulation that required all males lo have crew 'cuts or to a regula-
tion that was enforced only Against black students wearing long
afros.170 In those federal circuits that,strike the balance in favor of
nonarbitrary school regulations, however, students may be able to at-
tack school hair codes successfully in state courts on the basis that

Freeman v. Flake, 448 F.2d 258 (100 Cir. 1971), cert. denied, 405 U.S. 71 (1972).

Mr. Justice Black agreed with this position, arguing that no direct positive-consti-
tutional command protects student hair length and that federal courts lack power
to interfere with the way state-operated public school systems regulate schoolboys'
hair length. Karr v., Schmidt, ,,401. U.S. 1201 (Black, S. Justice for the Fifth.
Circuit, 1971) (denying enierancy motion to vacate stay of injunction pending
appeal).

171. See, e.g., Karr s. Schmidt, 460 F.2d 609, 614-17 (5th Cir.) (en ban-c), cert.
denied, 409 U.S. 989 (1972), for a catalogue of the arguments against sustaining the 1,
students' claimed constitutional right to choose'their own hair length on the grounds
of First, Ninth, and Fourteenth Amendment guarantees.
1727--New-Rider v. Board of Edtic.; 480 F.2d 693 (10th Cir. 1973) (rejecting a claim
that ii school regulation requiring Pawnee Indian students to cut their long, braided
hair violated their freedom of religion).
173. Hatch v. Goerke, 502 F.2(1 1189 (10th Cir. 1974): The Tenth Circuit concluded
that challenges to hairstyle 'regulations lack "constitutional substance" regardless
of who asserts them.. The conflict between the grooming code and the parents'
practices of child rearing do not involve "a sharp clash with complete and religiously
founded concepts of raising children."
174: See Karr v. Schmidt. 49.0- F.2d 609, 616 (5th Cir.) (en batic), cert. denied,
409 K.S. 989 (1972).

175; hi. at 617-18. The Fifth Circuit Court imposed this per .se rule to achieve
uniformity, among the district courts in the circuit and for reasons of judicial.
efficiency. But see I.andsdale s. Tyler Jr: College, .470 F.2(1 659 (5th pir. 1972),
in which the Fifth Circuit dreW the line of pennissibility of hairstyle regulation
between the "high school door and the college gate," cimcluding than an "adult's
constitutional 'right to wear his hair as he chonses supersedes the state's right to
intrude." ,

176, Karr v. Schmidt, 460 ,F.2(1 609, 617 n. 26 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 409 O.S. 989
(1972).
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either state constitutional or statutory law limits the power of schOols
to regulate student appearance.171

Dress Codes
.

Even those courts that have recognized a significant constitutionally
protected interest in One's personal ,appearance have held that schoolt 4 officials have broader discretion in regulating the clothing that may be
worn at school than in regulating hairstyles.178 Less justification for -
regulating dress is required because the infringement of personal lib-
erty 'is temporary, since it is limited to the time a student spends at
school. In contrast, the 'effectof a hair code `remains with the student_
"24 hours a day, seven daysa week, nine months a year."179

Despite this broader discretion, school systems may not regulate a
student's manner of dress unless they-can show that the regulation is
necessary to the performance of the school's educational mission. In
general; school dress policies that prohibit the wearing of pants by
girls,'" dungarees or eansil" or any other general style of cloth-
ing"2 have been found to b.g impermissibly overbroad and unneces-
sary to prevent disruption and prom-ote academic aohieVement.1R3
St411, bikinis on girls and loincloths on boys are inappropriate school-
house attire.'";

Schools may prohibit unsanitary, obscene, or scanty and suggestive
clothing,185 and "a certain degree of arbitrariness [will] be tolerated
to permit effective- and speedy enforcement". of such regulations.1"
In addition, health and safety considerations may empower schools to
require that students wear certain clothing, when participating in spe-

177. See, e.g., Breese v. P.2d 159 (Alas. 1072) (school hair-length regu-
lation impermissibly infringed student's right under Alaska constitution to exercise -\

his personal choice as to appearariCe-Vitirphy v. Pocatello School Di,st., 94 Idaho \

32, 480 1'.2d 878 (1971) (under Idaho constitution, the right to wear one's hair in
the manner Of his choice is a protected right of personal taste): Neuhaus v. Federico,
505 P.2d 939 (Ore. App. 1973) (school board not authorized by state statuteo to
govern student hairstyles).
.178. See, e.g.!' Richards Thurston, 424 F.2d 1281 (1st- Cir. 1970), and Copeland v,
Hawkins, 312 F. Supp, 1022 (EA), Ill. IlI73).
179. 'Richards v. Thuisam, 424 F.2d 1251, 1285-86, (1st Cir, 1.970). See Goldstein,
T,./te Scope and Source" of School Board Authority to Regulate Student Conduct
and Status:,,A Noneon.stitutional Analysis, 117 U.P. A L. RE:v..373 (1969) .
ISO. see, e.g., Johnson v.. Joint School Dist. Not 60, 95 Idaho 317, 508 P.2d 547.
( 1973); Scott 1- Board of Educ., 61 Nike, 333, 303 N.Y.S.2d 601 (1969). --

184. See, eg Wallace v Ford, 346 F.2d 156 (E.D. Ark. 1972); Bannister. v. Paradis,
:11ti F. Stipp. 185 (D.N.1-1. 1970).
182. See, e.g., Wallace'.. Ford. 316 F.2d 156 (E.D. Ark. 1972) (regulations prohibit-
ing "griffins" dresses and tie-dyed clothing).
183. See also Miller v. Gillis, 315 F, Stipp. 94 (Nk.D. III. 1969); Crossen v. Fatsi, 309
F. Stipp. 114 (I). Conn. 1970).
184. Graber v. Kniola, .52 Mich. App. 269, 216 N.W.2d 925, 926 ,(1974).
185. Wallace v.. Ford, 346 F. Supp. 156, 163-64 (ED, Ark. 1972): Bannister v. Par-
dis, 316 F. Supp. 185-, 188-89- (D.N.H. 1970).
186. \i'allace v. Ford, 9'16 F. Stipp. 156, 162 (E.D. Ark. 1972).
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cific activitiesfor example, helmets for football playerS or hair nets
for students who are serving food or taking 'shop courses. Similarly,
wearing apparel that damages or destroys school property may be
prohibited.187

As in the cases _involving hairstyles, courts in those circuits that
have found no substantial federal -question raised in challenges to
grooming codes are very likely to sustain a school's dress code unles§,
it can..be shown to be clearly unreasonable, arbitrary, or enforced in a
diSCrimina. torr manner.'88' Dress codes may still be struck (loin:m.4r
these states, however, When state ana federal courts find that' in enact-

; mg the regulations the school officials exceeded their authority under
the state's constitution or statutes.18"

Symbolic Speech

Students 'who have challenged school dress codes --have frequently.
argued that their personal choice of clothes and hairstyle constitutes
"symbolic speech," protected by. the First Amendment. While this
argument has met with little success in the cases involving a student's
general" choice of clothing" 4ind hairstyles,'" in cases involving such
items as armbands and berets courts have accepted it.'`" In these cases,

, courts have looked to the Tinker disruption standard in judging
school dress codes."2 They have struck down broad, general prohibi-
tions of clothing that might he classified as symbolic speech' but have
sustained school regulations when it is demonstrated that they are

k87. 8ee Stromberg %. French, 60.N.D. 750, 236 N.W. 477 (1931) (upholding school
prohibition of metal heel plates that damage the floor),
188,. ;See, e.g., Press v. Pasadena Indep. School Dist:, 326 F. Stipp. 550 (S.D.
Tex. 1971) (challenge to school dress code is a proper case for federal courts to
apply doctrine of absentiem).
189. See, e.g., Alexander v. Thompson, 313 F. Stipp. 1389 (C.D. Cal. 1970) (Cali-
fitrnia statute authorizing school boards to prescribe' rules for discipline did not
also atithorize them to regulate dress and personal appearance of public school
students); Johnson %: Joint School Dist. No. 60, 95 Idaho 317, 308 P.2d 547 (1973)
tschoolTmard exceeded its jurisdiction and authority by prohibiting female students
from wearing slacks); Scott . Board of Educ., 60 Misc. 333, 303 N.Y.S.2d 601 (1969)
(school board had no power to regulate student dress for reasons other than safety,

order, and discipline).
190. See, e.g., ANssie v. Henry, 433 F.2d 779 (4th Cir. 1972), and Richitrds v.
Thurston, 424 F.2(1 1281 (1st Cir. 1970). Courts usually have found that .one's
general style of personal .appearance has suffici&nt communicative content. But see
Church v: Board of Educ., Stipp. 538 (E.D. Mich. 1972).
191.-. See, e.g., Butts. . Dallas Indep. School Dist., 436 F.2(1 728 (5th Cir. 1971)
(the wearing of black armbands protesting the war in Vietnam was held to be
protected expression').
192. See Tinker v. Des Moines Indep. Community School Dist., 393 U.S, 503 (1969);
see also text accompanying notes 4-35 supra.
193" See, e.g., Wallace . Ford. 346 F. Stipp. 156, 164 (F.D. Ark. 1972) (general
prohibition of shirts with symbols and slogans on them held to be unconstitu-
tionally overbroad in siolatinn of First Amendment).
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necessary to }never subgtantial and material disruptions of school

Operations.114 ,

SCHOOL IASCIPLINE BASED ON THE MARITAL

OR' PARENTAL STATUS OF STUDENTS

The question whether school authorities may discipline students be-

cause of their marital or parental status has caused confusiop and dis-

agreement in the schools and the courts for many years: As one com-
mentator aptly phrased it,

When teenagers combine weddtog bells' with school bells, ate resulting
Commotion May soimd like fire *arm bells tosuperititendOts and boards

of education.
.

The chaos and confusion increase in intensity for both pupils and educators

when wedding rings, engagement rings, and teething rings are exchanged

at the state titiletts
It

This sectioWowill diScuss the case law that has.grown-out of this chaos

and,confusion.
.,.

*rital Status

Compulsory Attendance

The state can clearly. Compel children to attend school. In several

cases, however, courts,. have been asked whether married stiklents are
subject to compulsory attendance statutes. The consensus Of the re-
ported cases is that married students are emancipated and therefore
no longer amenable to compulsory attendance laws" unless the statute

, specifically requires their attendance.1"7 Most state legislation, that
...

194. See; e.g., Whorl V. *Young, 465 F.2d 1332 (6th Cir. 1972), cert. denied, 4,1,1 U.S.

951 (1973) (high school student's suspension for wearing Confederate flag'On' his

jacket did not- Violate the Constitution in view of the racially tense situation 'at

school and in the community); FICrnande? v. School Dist. No. I, 31:i F. Stipp, 289

(1). Colo, 1970) (school could prohibit the wearing of black berets when wearers

had participated in disruptive conduct and -berCts were the symbol of such dis-

ruption).
.,

195, Corns, Schobl Bells and Wedding Bells, I J. L. & Enrc. 649 (1972) .-

190. Sec In re :GoOdwin, 214 La, 1062. 39 So, 2d 731 (1949); State v. Priest,. 210

1.a. 389, 27 So.._2(1 173 (1946); In re Rogers, 36 Misc.. 2d 680, 234 N.V.21.1 172

(1962); State v:..(ilins..168 Ohio St.. 174, 151 N.E.2d 709. )(1958), cert. denied,- 359

l'.S. 945 (1959).. A ..

197. Although no statute has been found that specifically requires married students

to attend school,. a state probably has authority to make such a requirement. But

one commentator has pointed out at least two constitutionally protected exceptions

to this power; a state cannot compel school akendance if the requirement would

prevent the breadwinner from sup mrting hiS family or endanger the ficalth of a

pregnant student. See Knowles Hig Schools, Marriage, and the Fourteenth Anieud-

',lent, 11 J. FAM. L. 711, 718 (1972). ,, ,-
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specially addresses the attendance of married students, however, ex-
empts them from compulsory attendance laws.08

)
and nd Suspinsi"ons

When schools have expelled or suspended students because they are
married they have sought to justify their ac,,tion on 'the grounds that
it discouraged teenage ma0ges, reduced dropout rates, and prevented
"corruption" of .other students by the more precocious married stu-
dents. Attempts to expel married students from the public school
permanently have been uniformly unsuccessful.

In the reported cases, the courts have considered the issue of per-
manent exclusion only twice, Wand both cases were decided in 1929.1"
In one of these, the Mississippi Supreme Court emphasized both the
state's policy-of encouraging education of its children and traditional
public policy sttimgly favoring marriage in finding arbitrary and un-
reasonable a school- board'7regulation that barred otherwise eligible
-married students from attending public school,. The court concluded
that married students cannot be excluded from public schools unlesS
immorality- or misconduct potentially harmful to the welfare and dis -
cipline of other . students evident. Rejecting the school officials'
argument, the court fotincl that other students .would benefit from
association, with married students,

In it more recent case involving the United States Merchant Marine
Academy,20') a federal district court ruled that the Academy could not
constitutionally- dismiss a cadet because he was married, even though
he -11-ad agreed not to marry while he was a -student. The court con-
cluded, that marriage is a fundamental right guaranteed by the United
States \Constitution; therefore, the Acadeiny regulation prOhibiting
cadet Marriages was not justified by any compelling governmental in-
terest. Finding no concrete evidence that the proscription on marriage
was factually related to academic or disciplinary necessities, the court
ordered ,.the cadet reinstated. In summarizing the law on 'school ex,,
pulsions ',because of marriage, the court stated:

[.11 st 'dent iiia not be expelled from public school simply because of his
intalital status, without a factual showing of some misconduct or immorality,
and wi how a clear .ind convincing demonstration that the welfare or

I98. See e FLA. Susi, § 232.01 (Stipp. 1974). The Florida statute exempts
married students and unmarried students who arc pregnant or have' 'had a child
out of wedli ck from Die compufsotv .attendance requirement. It also provides that
"these stud tits shall be entitled to the sa le educational instyuction, 'or its
equivalent, a s other students,. but may 'be assi ned to a special class or program
better suited to then special needs."

.199. Nutt Hoard of Educ 128 Kan, :07, 278 P. 1065 (1929)., McLeod v. State,
154 Miss. 168 122 So. 737 (1929).

200., O'Neil . Dent, 3&4 F. Stipp. 565 (E.D.N.Y. 1973).
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dist iplint of the (Om pupils ut tha school' is injuriously affected by the
prevent(' of mat fled students.M

When school officials have removed anarried students for short.

periods rather than expelling them hecause of their married state, they
have offered a second justification for their action. They argue that
the confusion and disorder caused by a student marriageboth to the
school a,nd to the marriage itselfis greatest immediately after the
m'arriajte.,.lt is during this 'tlifficult readjustment period, they argue.
"-t,llat married 'students' have the greatest influence. on other students,
add most need time to stabilise their new marriage. Thus, sch6o1
ficials 'conclude, it y, better for the student marriage and for the school
that the student be suspended for the period immediately 'after she
marriage.

One state court accepted this rationale anct upheld the expulsion of
a student for the remainder of the term in which she became-mar-
ried.2°'-' Most state'courts that have ruled on this issue, however, have
not approved even temporary suspensions based solely on the,marital
status of the student.2m For example, a school regulation that required'
"a married student to withdraw from school immediately for one year
and then be reinstated as a special' student only, with the principal's
permission was held to be unr6tsonable and therefore void: The Ken-
tucky Soprine Court ruled that the regulation, in determining in
advance that all 'harried students must miss brie year's education re-.'
gardless of the individual circumstances, was too oteeping.2"4

The Texas Civil Court of Appeals. overturned -the threeoveek sus-
.,pension of a husband and wife, finding that "marriage alone is not a

proper ground for a school district to suspend a student."20 There was
no evidence, that the marriage hiul caused turmolk or interference with
the education of other students. ,

iristrictions'on School Activities

Sehocil regulations that -exclude married students from extracur'rk-
. activities hive merwith greater success, at.-reast when they hafe

been chaltenged.in court. :Nuke regulations are justified by school
. ,

20I. id. at 109. This statement is dictum as it concerns state supported public.
education, lloweser, iu light of the importance the Supreme Court has attached
to the state-granted right to a live public education, it is probably an accurate
statement of the 'standard that federal Courts. Will apply in sinSilar cases. See,' e.g.,

1 Cuss %. Icipet, 91 S. (It.' 729. t1975); and Brown s..Board of .Educ., 347 U.S. 483, 493.
writ).

012. State ex re /. I. lion-T.0m 'i . Marion Cis'. Bd. of Educ., 202 Tenn. 29, 302 $,,NV.2(1 1

..... . ,

203. S'ee, etk., Board
,
of Educ, N. Bentley, 383 S..2d -677 (Ky. 1964); Carroilton-

Farmers Ikanch,Indep, School,Dist. N.'Knight, 418 SA%'.2(1 33,1 (Tex. Ciy, App. 1967);
and .nderson %, Cancun illdep.- 'it hoot Dist., 412 S,'.%%'.2(1 387 (Tex. -Ch.. App. 1967).
201. Board of Ethic, s. Betiths, 383 SAV.i'd 677 ,(Ky. 19(14y.
201. Carrollton-Fartners Branch Inclii.). School' Dist, .v, Knight, 418 S.IV.2y1 335
I rex. (;iv. App. 1967).
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.1010116es .1% net t'..s.11N to (IIM OM .1e. child maniages, to curb dropout
pioblems. mid to piesetvr student, inarli.iges,,,by mpliasiiing basic
education while giving the student mote time With his spouse and
familv. The schools have ako algujd that these tegohitiOns do not
amount to a penaltv on maniage in fleptivation of education, because
extiacuriiculai at tomes ate a nonessential part of..edif( ation. l'inil
receittk, the (out, geneiallv accepted These justifications and upheld
the exc lesion of mai tied studimek limn pat ticIpating in extra( urricular
act iv ities.2""

In The last few scats, ledet al -and state mutt., have reversed them-
selves, finding that such testrictions are itivalicl.="' 'these courts have
rejected the aiguinent that ext.! ac urric ular activities .ire a nonessential
part of public ,educatoni, finding instead that they "ail integral and
complernentaiv, part of the to(al school program; 2"s :The courts have
empliasiied that testiictionv,on parch ipation ill extracurricular ac-
tivities amount to a depiivation of :iiri inipoitat element of a student's
state- granted tight to an education'-"' and to ini infringement of his
(institutional light to marital privacv:2" The\ have recibired, there-
fore, dim the restri(tions lie necessitated bs a compelling state interest
in older to withstand (milt scrtitinv.211' School systems faced with this
burden of justification have not Chown that student marriages produce
or «mtribute to student diopouts, (list option of school operations, or
the corruption of siudents.,212

Most cases involving restrictions on extracurricular activities have
been broOght 1,, srai male .ithletes win) have been barred from
participation in :tildetic ,piograms.'213 The (ourts in these, eases have
re(ognired that ill addition to the denial of a complete education
mid the infringement of marital rights, the reclined or denied oppor-
tunity to obtain .r(ollege athletic scholarship 01 employment as a
professional athlete' is sufficient basis for court 'a(tion.2" Of course
the lestrietions apply to all married students; the courts (rave. recog.-
iiiied that nonparticipation in extrattoriculac activities inav deprive

2mi. sf, , g , (1410.11.c s Iloatt1 or }Atilt ., 360 Midi. :100, 103 N 1y.2t1 569 01960)1
state ,s, ii /. Iiiiko s Ste\ comm. 1101 NI 2d IA1 Mini) \pp. 1962); and Starke s.

'Iloatil of F.,11111 . 1 1 I tact 2(1 227. 351,1' 211 715 11963) . '
207 5,, , 4: 'folk!) % 51.111115 111dt.1) St hoot Dist . 3114 F. Supp 1269 1ti.1), rexas
(9734. 1,1,,,,,,,/ ,1, woo/. VD 12,1 92 ,Ith t it 1971); Motan % School Dist. No 7,
l'o) I sniipp 1151) ,D mom 1971); Das is's \D.. 311 F, Stipp. 295 (N.D. Ohio
1072). Dolt s Shehoti 311 I-, Stipp. 521 i NI I). I con. 19721; lien v. I one Oak hideri \
51 hoot Dist ',07 S 1\ II 631) , 1 er.! (.1% \iy. 1971).
205 5,, , g`, 1).11, % Th-els..311 I Silly 298. 301 i N I) ()Itio 19721.
109 Se, Bell 1 one ( tak link!) School Dist, 107 S 1V.2(1 ( ,36 (rex Cit. ..5pli.

1 tl:," 11
, . - .

1110 5,, Dolton Shelton, 'I11 I'. Stipp. 521 1.1). I volt. 1972).
211'. se, Bell s I (inc. Oak 111(1(J). School Dist . 607 S.W 2(1 63)1 Ire\ Gk .^ . pp,
1974 , -
'212. Id. -- ,-

213 5,.i.;, ' g., Holten s . mann% tildri). School Dist 315 I. Stipp. 1269 iS,D, f''

Ft.\ 1973);utif Of tl to 11010). 191 F.2d 92 I It il (1,. 1972). ,
,Il l. Sr, mo,,, , School Dist No. 7. 3)0 1 sum). I ISO. 1152 ,i) \low. 1972).
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the tionathlete of oPpotrunities fin emplosinctit, college -admission, or

scholaiships, %1 hit Ir also .1,,tc: inotei ted student intrrests.21'
Clearlv a striderit's mai ital status is an inadequate basis 101 restrict

nag his attenclan«e in particifiation iii the lull educational, program
offered bs t1' public school.

Parental Statuv

Excluding students, bec ause,o1 then parental status is highly riftes-
tionable and soon will be.relegated to the,gtowing list of impermis;
slide reasons for .imposing sr 11001 discipline.. One °hie( tionable aspect
of this*larea of scItio,o1 'discipline is the elenn'm of sex discrimination:
female students have ,been the primars recipients of the discipline.
Such exclusion liequuth, applies olds to mused mothers or, 1f it ap-
plies to both paents, is e'nforce'd ptimarilv againSt the gill. Both sit
nations ale illegal.

plotection clauses of state and ledtal «institutions prohibit
singling out female students:, and federal legislation prohibits the
practice onith b,ens of sex distlimitiation. IIEW"Iegulations Chat ac-

«impair% I itfe IX of the Edmation .1ineridnients Of 1972 pioride dim
"[a] lcipient [of ledelahnoncvs] .shall nor apply.. any ride concern-

ing a student's actual oi potential paretitaq, familt," (II marital status
win( h treats students difIrientiv on the basis of sex."216 Jim% S hoof

discipline because of patental status that applies only to lemale stu-
dents or is applied primarily against them is illegal and. is Itasis for

tel federal funds.
Even if school rules that antlioriie punishment because of the .par-

('ntal status of students invoke no sex discrimination, they ate highly
suspect. Permanent exclusion of stutleilts because they have ut 'will
soot) have children has been found impermissible in light of striong
state polities encouraging the education of children."' Temporary ex-
clusion ft 0111 or resuir t ion on school attendance based On parental

-statushowevet, has been approved by a few «mrts.':"
fe.deral district court in Georgia held that a school regulation,

tnollihiting married students and students who are patents from at-
iending dais school was peonissible since it allowed these stadenti to -

attend night school the% dosilettln" The mutt accepted the school's

argument that mixing these "more precocious" students with other

5, s t tildlkass. 311 I. ,,S1114). 868 ,S11) 1 cx-,;197.2i

1" 1 K § Sti 37 ,11171.)

217 5,, Nutt s florid if tdui . 128 kan 107 278 P 1061 t1929).. Jut' .\I% in

Indult st hoot (CsClx 1. 11)1 2t1 76 I es (.1% %pp. 191in).

SIM(' (;haMlilam, 171 Ni 11 2i1 39 Ohio .%pp. 1961),, in

ishit,11 tvg111.ttittit ttAitin tog a plegnant student lo 'withdraw fnim .00)01 as loon

as*lie In Is lin gnaw sat found to hr propel and istsr Io 'Holt( I het 11/411(11,

and %sell tHiny horn -tslti al lough and diataitmasins of thil&eti

III high shun" III this tam. .the st11001 allowed the student to lel (.1. tiiI (11111it

fis (Ming het assignments at home
219 olImiston s. Prosser. 361 I ',Lipp. 291 1N1). (,a. 1973).
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students would lead to "disruption, and .thus excluding them was
rationally related to legitimate school interest..., availability of
night classes .was found to be sufficient educational alternative to.
withstand the argunfent by an unwed mother that this regulation was
an ,unconstitutional denial of her state-granted right to an education-
and her constitutionally protected tight to procreate. Nevertheless,-.

, the regulation was,found to violate the equal protection clause because
night students were required to .pay for their tuition and books while
day students were not.

Most courts have to5und that excluding pregnant students from
school'or restricting their school .activities is not permissible except
when it is determined that an individual's health problems justify
such actions. life Supreme Court has held that a presumption that a
pregnant teacher i4hysically unfit to teach after a fixed point in her
pregnancy is 'unconstitutional:2N Similar regulations that deprive a
student of her interest in an education woula seem to be equally' vio-' dative of the (WC process clause.

In addition; Congress has forbidden sex discrimination by recipients
of federal educational funds:22' The ,regulations enforcing this legs-
lation expressly .prohibit discrimination or exclusion"of any student
from a 'school's educational program, including extracurricular activ-
ities,"an the basis of.such student'S pregnancy, miscarriage, abortion,
or recovery therefrtim.' The orily exceptions allowed under the legis-
lation are when eke student voluntarily asks to be excused or her
physician certifiesbat a dif fel ent progvam is necessary for her physical
or mental, health.222 These regulations also require that schools mpg-

. ni,re pregnant% AS.-41 valid reason kir reasonable leave of absence,
after which the student must.be reinstated to her original status.223

Most school regulations that restrict students because of their par-
ental status ilk, directed at unwed mothers, Insofar as these regula-
nuns single out girls or impose harsher punishment on them, they
constitute sex discrimination and are impermissible, Schools seek to
Pistil). these regulations on the bask not of the pregnancy itself nut of
the student's "lack of moral character- and the possibility' that her
presence will contaminate other students,

While "lac k Of moral character- has been recognised as a proper
reason` for excluding a child from publics schools,221 most recent court
decisions find the but that a.student is an .unwed mother to be instil,-
ficient by itself to justify exclusion.225 "C.Inuts that would allow exelta-.
221) thesictiidd (Is ,S(hooI Pd. N. rAik111", 111 U.S. 632 11974).

21. I itle IX of the 1.10,(ation %mundments of 1972, 20, U.S.C. § 1681 (Sum.
1972).

222,, 15 I' 1r § 86.!r7 ,h) !proposed rules).

223.

224. See Perry s (.rcnada, 300 1. Sapp. 748..753 ( 's; fiss. 1969).
225, See, e.g., Shull t. Sdib01. Dist. 338 F. Stipp. 1376

N.D. Miss. 1972) See also Ordwas s '1-fargraes, 323 I Stipp, 1155 (b. Mass. 1971).
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sion based on "lack of mota,1 ehafacter" require that before- the excite- -..
%ion, the unwed mothee be given "written notification of the
charges of immoral character- and a fair hearing to determine whether
she is "so lac-king in moral character that her presence in the public
school would taint the education of other students,"T26

OFT-or-Solemn. Cos Nucl.

As inved in eat -lier section~, school authorities may suspend or expel
students for miscinnInct committed- off school premises in a nonschool
setting.2'-'7 Since the in low parentis role of the school becomes attenu-
ated when tbe student is oil the school grounds and not involved in
a school activity, important ipeestions arise as. to the extent of the
school's authority.

Students and parents have argued that schools have no right to
punish for conduct that occurs when the student is not under school
«Mtfolbecause parental authoriti, is and should be supreme,22m School
°friends, on the, other hand, have argued that any student conduct
that has a substantial, deleterious effect on school life, wherever it
occurs, is subject to school disciplineand in certain cases. suspension
or expulsion of the-student is justified.

The issue, essentially involves, balancing parents' and students
yidual rightsi against, the school's right to discipline student conduct
that interferes with the general welfare and learning atmosphere of
the schmil. Courts have usually sided with the schools as long as the
Conduct has some direct negative impact on the school and the sus-
pension or exilsion ule itself is not unreasonable.-'

An examination of early eases clearly shows a change in the types
of conduct that once, Merited the extt,eme suspension or
expulsion. In times evilert schools tried to exert more moral influence
'on students, they had control over all phases of student life. For ex-
aniple.'a (en once upheld the validity of an expulsion rule for stu-
dents who attended Movies or social functions other than on Friday or
Saturday night:231) Other eases supported a suspension rule for students
who patroniied certain stores.2'' Schools have tried to prohibit ..stu-

St Sep School 338 F. Stipp. 1376 1N I), Miss.
i 97:n. In this 1.1S(' OW assarded thr'plaintiff X1,-)00 fi». attornex's fees because
the 'allot)! had (At hutted het in the fate of eailier mint decisions holding. the
same iegidation ins ;did
227.. I t helcin mositleied does not include school-related actixities like
athleti«.sents sthool tlanti,s that 111,1% 0C( tit Off school premises-and outside
iegular 5011)01 h(iiits. S grit! till' 13 A.E.R.3(1 1121 (1973).
1-22. 51. r, e.g. ilobbs %. (xcaniany, 91 Miss. 169, 19 ,so. III 71909).
220. see, r,g. (Stinger s. lowa High ',Hm! .tlletit )97 N.V.2t1 5 (Iowa
1972)
230, "maligion . Keith. t7 -c.a. 1;03, 11) S.E. I 11918). Students had attended a
11100. (lasing the 'seek %sit!) tht'ir parents' permission, and were threatened with
expulsion.
231. (.(letlilea S. _throat', 26 Ind. App. .187, 60 N.E. 351 (1901); Jones a, Cod, 132
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dents from attending patties during the School year232 and to require
students to be at home studying esery night bon) 7 p.m. until 9 p.m.
with suspensions for violators.:"1

Several older cases have upheld suspensions or expulsions for sexual
misconduct. In 1851 a Massachusetts court upheld the exjAilsion of a
female student for off- campus sexual :utivity: "Schools May legally
exclude students with notorious propensities, practkes and habits be-

. cause the legislative 'intent was to make the public schools a system
of moral training, as well as seminaries of learning.'234 In 1923 the
Alabama Supreme Court revered a jury verdict of libel against a
school that had expelled a girl\ with venereal disease and had pub-
licized the reason, for the expulsibn..in so doing, the, court referred to
a school's authority to expel anyone who is "undesirable from either
physical malady or ral obliqu . . . ."2:' Ili 192-1 a :Michigan court
upheld the suspension of a c o smoked in public, rode around in
a car on a man's lap, and talked o the press about her defiance of
school disc ipline.2""

Schools and 'attitudes have changed greatly.. Schobl officials today.
are less interested in regulating the moral habits of studedts and more
concernec 1, with redming,incleased violenie and strident conduct that
poses a ni ire (Inert threat to orderly school operations. Increasingly,
school authokities seek to control .only the out-of-schobl conduct that
directly threatens the Safety and welfare of the students and teachers."'
Court decisions resulting from student challenges to this authority,
generally have upheld this authority. These recent decisions involving
out-of-school conduct are discussed below under tour categorieS: con-
duct in the First Amendment area, drug and alcohol abqse, fighting
and other destructive acts, and miscellaneous conduct.

The First Amendment Area

Such student iutivities as the distribution of underground news-
papers, protest marches, picketing, and denustwtions =raise First
Amendment freedom of speech issues. Since.cmistitutional rights are

Mich. 13, 42 NAV, 191 119114 In the latter case. the,coint upheld a ride. %tried%
enforced, that ircpaired students to ,go ailecfp home 110111 school. The court's
reasoning was that in %len of the compulsor% education laws, schools had the legal
and moral duo to secs that students went dilectl% home after school.
231! See 1.nitt %. SnotIgiass, till Mo. 2S6 18771.
233 se, hobby ut mks, 169, 19 so. 111 1 909 (IC t 1(1

clench with his lather tinting the week and was suspended: I he court held the
talc inireasonahle as whinging into the arga of paiental authority without showing
the conduct prohibited to liar, a "direct and pernicious effect on the moral tone
of the school.
231. Shiliimin %, (.hatIcstown, 62 \lass. kw) (is)t).

Kenn, , 208 11a. 623 (.15 So. 31 ,I923).
216. 1 anton %. Mc-Kennel, 226 Mich. 215. 197 NAV. IN/ (19211.
237. See', e.g., A. (.ibbon, An l'inlenfe: IThrtilv Gangs, Student Touglir Are
Serious l'rOdr.nt or 11(itiv 1( boo's. The National ()bserier. Starch 22. 1975 at I ff.
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involved, the-courts apply a stricter standard. requiring that the out-

school conduct create a substantial disruption or material interfer-
ence in the school before they will allow the school tp suspend or expel

for such conduct..
Courts have found authority for-prohibiting disruptive-behavior in

Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Communitv School District,23m in

which the Supreme Court said, "But conduct by the student, in class or

out of it, which -for any reason-whether it stems from time, place, or

type of behaviormaterially disrupts classWork or involves substantial

'disorder or invasion of the, rights of others is, of course, not immunized

by the constitutional 'guarantee of freedom of speech" (emphasis

added). The issue in Tinker involved conduct in the school, but the

clear implication was that First Amendment protections for students

extended beyond the confines of scriber] 'grounds and activities.

Shan-ley. t'. Northeast Independent School 1)istriet,23" the Fifth

circit Court applied the "reasonable forecast:. standard of Tin It't:r,

which was discussed 'earlier in the section on disruption."' It s; id

that schools me not required to Wait for a substantial disruption; they

May act when officials, an "reasonably forecast" disruption from free-

speech activity. Vian/ev involved the apPication of a school prior-
approval rule to an underground newspaper published and distributed

entirely off campus. In establishing the reaso»able-f6Tecast standard,

\ the court warild that mere administrative intuition is not enough;
rather( objective evidence must support any forec'ast of disruption. No

such evidence existed in this case, nor were allegations made that the

publication was libelous or obscene. Thus, it would have been virtu-

ally impossible to show ihe reasonable likelihood of substantial' dis-

turbance within the school. Nonetheless, the court noted that Balan-

cing expression and discipline is a question of judgment for school

administrators and boards and is subject only to the constitutional
requirement of reasonableness under the circumstances.

. In another off-campus distribution case, a federal district court irk

Cacifornia upheld the suspension of students for distributing to other

students just outside the school gates a paper that .the school found to

be vulgar aud profane:2" The court broke& closely :it evidence that

the publication was vulgar amid indicated that "when the bounds of

decency are violated in publications distributed-EC) high school sal-

dents, whether on campus or off campus, the' offenders become sub -..

ject to discipline." The court applied the material and substantial

diAtiption test and held that conduct "which has a tendency to impair

the authoritV of teachers and to bring them into ridicule and con-

elk
238. 393 t .,. ;03 r1069). . tic "mater sal anti substantial ference" ,standard

ai tualk tonics how the Fifth Circuit in Burnside' p, Byars, 1 ..2(1 744, 719 ,0966),

hilt mitt Suwon(' Court died with approval.

239. 162 4.2d 960 (it(' Cit. 1972).
210, Sic text at note 36, supra. for a complete discussion of the student litcrature

(aws.
, -

211. 14.'4(1 1 Dotsnes ltd. of Ethic., 307 F, Stipp ;17 IC.1). Cal. 1969).
\
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tempt," :Is the undergroumi newspaper. apparently did from the
evidence presented, passes the test.

The students argued That all their activity was oft school grounds,
but the court held that school authorities are responsible for the inbr-
als of studfrfits while going to.and.,from school as well as while on the
premises. The fact that the distribution was just- outside the school
gates, however, was critical tq this finding. Had the distribution taken
place farther from school grounds and school time, the courould
have had more difficulty fitting its rationale to an affirrnatiou,bf the

suspensions. Also, had' the publication not been full of diatribes
against individual teachers, which can adversely affect disOpline, the -
court might have had more trouble fitting the case withittfhe Supreme
Court standard.242

Another First AmendMent issue, is raised in discipline for students
who participate' in proteist marches and rallies. In a Fifth Circuit de-
cision, students had bectit expelled or suspended for participating in a
civil. rights demonstration on a Saturday outside the school grounds.243
Maariii them had been arrested and charged with parading without

..a permit. In reversing,for the students, the court spoke .rather vaguely
of constitutional rights,' without specifying which ones had been viola-.

ted. The students' «riplaint, however, alleged Niolafions of freedom
of speech and due process, the latter 'because of the lack of a hear-

ing; presumably the court agreed with their contentions. The court
held that only under "exceptional circumstances" could schools dis-
cipline students ftir out-of-school conduct that involves a free- speech
issue.

In Tennessee, tit student was suspended and later expelled for picket-
ing in front of the school and "enticing students not to enter the build-
ing."241 The cotiduct occurred during widespread boycotts of the city
schools, which were causing a substantial disruption of the school pro-
gram. The court held that while the original brief .suspension of the
student was lawful and indeed could have been expected in view .of
the repeated absences and picketing, the subsequent expulsion was-not
lawful. The court cited a failure of proof that the Student in any way
"incited students 'tot to enter the building."

-Interestingly, the court found the boycott to be a substantial disrupt
tion within the schools. It also held that the student's ekercise of her
First Amendment righk by excessive absences warranted some discip-

'linary action by school officials. But her mere participation in the
bol,1 At. as opposed to any leadership, role, did not merit expulsion,
ill cording- to the court. The implicatiOn is that, had the proof offered

212. !we nhu titillian %. Houston lndep. School Dist., 475. F.2d 1071- (5th Cir. 1973),
reh. rfrnied..17i F.2d 1101 !1973): Perris r. I.a Nfargite Indep. School Dist.; 466
F 2d 1051 15th Cit. 1972); and State ex re 1. Dresser s. District Bd., 135 Wis. 61%
110 NM. 232 (1908).
213. Wo4s v. Wright, 331 F..2d 369 )5th 1964),

211. Floh%on s. Bailer, 309 F. Stipp. Ilf+3 (W.1). 'Fenn. 1070).
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'
at the Ittrarings mote clearly shown an active -role in the citywide boy-
cott, the expulsion would have been upheld.

DrUg and Alcohol Abuse.

The abuse- of drugs students is well documented."' School°
boards, principals, and legislators- have all recognized the severity of
the problZm and have taken steps to control it. Recently school offi-
cials havrnoted that alcohol is the most frequently abused drug and
the onpthat creates the greatest problem. Dr. Morris Chafetz, director
of the National institute on Alcohol -Abuse and Alcoholism, estimates
that some 450,000 young teenagers and children from 9. to 12 have
serious problems involving alcohol.2" Apparently, more -students are
turning away from what they perceive to be the legarand psy,chologi-

cal dangers of hard 'drugs to an'easier, "hassle-free" high of .alcohol.
This section will dischss the school's malt-di-4y to discipline students

becatiSe of their possession, use of, or involvement with drUgs. Since
most of the litigation haS involved 'use. of illicit drubs off the school
grounds, this discussion has been included under outkof-schbol conduct.
However, several cases concerning drug use on school grounds are hi-

Chided here. One can assume that any school discipline that is per-
-misSible 'for drug use off the school grounds is also permissible fOr
druguse do school grounds or at school activities off school grounds,,

The 'authority of schook,boards.- to suspend or expel students for
drug abuse has not been seriously challenged.247 As early,as 1899 a
North Carolina court upheld the expulsion of four..high school stu-
dents for ,getting'idrunk on Sunday in a grog shop. The court cbn-
sidered this conduct to fall within the theitit standard ground for expul-
sion"bad conduct."24s: Nonetheless, the issue is complicated;by both
state and federal criminal statutes on -drug control, school hoard poll:
cies prohibiting the use 'of drugs and) alcoholic beverages, criminal
prosecution and school .

expulsion hearings' running 'cpncurrently,
Fourth amendment issues of search and seizure,24" and community and
parental fear. This section will attempt to clarify some of these issues.

All states have criminal statutes that deal with narcotic drugs and
alcoholic beverages. Generally these -statutes define the drug and alCO-

211; See, e.g.: G. Grittle, A Selected Bibliography for the Analysis and 'Evaluation
of Drug Policies (Institute of Government, Chapel Hill, NC., Sfonograph No. 77,

1971).
216. News and Obsci sec (Raleigh; NC,), April 27, 1975, at Sec. V.. p. 6, col. 8.
,See also, Veoholism: New New Trea(ment, TIME, April 22, 1974; ar .

7!"i-81.

247. he Supreme Coup ha. recently upheld the school's authority -td expel stip
dent.; for possessing alcohol on campus. See Wood v. Strickland, 43 -1293-

( Pch!25. 1975).
218. Horner School v. Wescott, 121 N.C. 518, 32 S.E. 885 (1899).
219. For a complete discussion of the issues involved in the search of a student, see

Play Roister, Searches of Students and the Fourth Amendment, 6 Scuoot, LAW

Btu,. (Institute of Cm el-ninety, Chapel Hill, NC Jam_ 1975) . .
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hot. use that is prohibited and' prescribe penalties for violations:23°
These statutes have vatlied widely, especially With regard.to,penalties,
but the movement now is toward, uniformity.

Over 30 states have patterned their laws on the federal Controlled
Substances Act, which is a part of the comprehensive Drug Abuse Pre-
vention and Control Att of 070.2'1 Essentially, the.act setts. forth pro-
cedures for those who may legal!). handle drugs and prescribes pen-
alties for anyone who manufactures, possesses, sells, or uses the listed
drugs outside the defined bounds: The act establishes five "schedides"
of controlled substances by drug groupings. 'It redefines drug classifi-
cations and establishes penalties in the several drug categories. Man-
datory minimum sentences are abolished, most penalties reduced, and
most restrictions on probation and parole retrioved.2'2

Most student involvement with illicit drugs and alcohol occurs off
school premises. In general, schools may adopt rules that 'provide for
serious punishment for students who wrongly use drugs and alcohol
off campus since the abuse frequently has a direct and immediate-.
effect on the school's general welfare.

A recent Iowa case indicates that for the school to discipline a.stu-
dent for drug abuse; the student must be guilty of the misuse.253 In
this case a federal district court.struck down a whop), athletic associa-
tion's rule rendering a student ineligible

was
school sports because he

woccupied a car when he knew that beer as being drunk in the car.
The. court found the conduct to.have at b only an indirect effect
on thesehool:-. ,,

Courts seem mole willing t2 ,uphold school'ruleS involving the use
of narcOtic'drugs,,, They note Ake adverse effect . that drugs, can have
on the quality of the scK)ol environment and the difficulty in trying
to distinguish on-campus from off- campus abuse in "terms` Or punish-

,ment.254 Problems of proof nr arise in establishing off-campOs abuse
of drugs or alcohol, but the uthority of schools to punish for such
abuse seems clear.

fs

Essentially, the schoOk has authority to suspend or expel' for off-
campus drug abuse so rong as the rule authorizing the", discipline is, ,.

reaspnable and the conduct can be shown to have some diredand im-
mediate effect on the discipline or, general welfare of the school. Given
the nature of drug abuse, the ;criminal sanctions for it; and the courts'
recognition of the pervasiveness of the drug . problem seeirtS um-

likely that school boards Will be forbidden to suspend or expel for off-
campus abuse.

-to
210. See, e.g GEN. Stet. §§ 18A-1 to -58 (Stipp. '1974) (Regulation of Intoxi-
cating Liquors) ; N. C. GEN, Srvr, §§ 90-86 to -113.8 (1974) (Uniform .Narcotic
Drug .Act).
251. 21 4.!.S.C. § §- 801.956 (1970).

252. '21 U.S.C. §§ 811-851 (1970).
253. Banger v. Iowa High Sthool' Athletic Ass'n, 197 N.W.2c1 555 (Iowa 1972).
254. Ste e.g.. Caldwell v. Camlady , 310 F. Sapp. 835 1972).
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Students who illegally use, possess, or sell "drugs may be convicted
under the various state or federal statutes, or both.. One question that
troubles school officials' is 'Whether a criminal conviction for drug
abuse that occurred elsewhere than on-school property or at a school
activity io a sufficient ground for automatic suspenlion or expulsion.

In Paine v. Boardof Regents of the University- of Texas System,253

a federal court considered a school expulsion that resulted from a
conviction-for 'drug- use that occurred off campus. It found a school
rule. reiviiing automatic suspension for, two years for any student

"."placed on- probation for "or-finally convicted of the illegal use, pos-
session aka/or sale of a drug or narcotic" to be invalid. The court
held that,the rule violated procedural-dueprocess requirement[,- in not
affording, the student an opportunity to show that his continued
presence on campus posed no danger that other students might be in-
fluenced to use, possess, or sell illegal.. drugs; the avoidance of this
danger. was the admitted purpose of the rule.2.5°

A related( question is whether a school bOard can automatically sus-
pend or expel. a student solely on the basis of ak arrest, arraignment,
indictment; or conviction for drug abuse. In New York,251 students
had bee/Cat-rested and charged with possession of a hypodermic instru-
ment. They Were suspended tinder a board resolution providing for
mandatory stifopension for "any student upon his inclictinent or at;-
caignmeit in any court, ... for any criminal act of a nature injurious
to other students or school personnel." .

The court did not doubt that heroin use by sonic is off campus
might endanger the health, safety, and morals of-o her students,
thereby authorizing the board to make rules' in the are,. But h held
that the trifle violated the New York statutes specifyin the grounds
for suspension; because the statutes,,restrict important rights, the court
ruled they must be Strictly construed 2" The charges against the stu-
'dents for,possession were insufficient to meet the specific! grounds in

235. 355 F. Stipp. 199 (W.D. 'I-ex. 1972), affil per cyriam, 474 F.2d 1397 (5th Cir,

1973).
256. early general standard came in Douglas v. Camppell, 89 Ark,. 254, 116 S.E.

211 (1909), in, which the state supreme court upheld, the suspension of S student

who had been drunk anddisaderly in violation of a town ordinaure, The court's
'test was "any conduct that tends to demoralize other pupils and to interfere with

the proper 'and successful management of the school, which the teacher and the
hoard shall consider necessary for the .best interest of the school, may subject the

offending one to . . [suspension].-
217. Howard v. Henn &, 39 Misc. 2d 327, 199 N.V.S.2d 65 (1969).

258, N. V. Eot', ;. L.sw § 32)4 (6) (a) (McKinney Stipp. 1974);
The board of education, .

suspend the following .pupils from required
attendance upon instruction:

fl) A pupil who is insuliernliniice or disorderly, or whose conduct otherwise

endangers the safety,3morals, health or welfare of others;

(2) 'A pupil whose physical or mental condition endangers the health,,,-,.;

safety, or morals -of himself Or of other pupils; --
(3) A pupil,. .. who is feeble. minded
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the statute the charges did not prove, if they were true, that the stu-
dents were insubordinate, disorderly, or ,physically or mentally af-
fected to the extent of endangering the health, safety, or morals of
themselves or other students. .

Another New York decision that-support's this result is a holding of
the Commissioner of Education that a conviction for drug abuse is
not by itself a sufficient ground for suspension or expulsion. In,lit
re. Rodriguez:259 the Commissioner reinstated a student expelled 'on
the basiVbf an arrest for possession and sale of drugs. He applied the
test in the New York statute and added in dictutp: "Even had he been
adjudged a youthful offender on the chafges, whethgr by proof or plea
of guilt, such adjudication alone could not have been the basis for this
expulsion." The Commissioner was relying on The New York Code of .

Criminal Procedure; which forbids the status of youthful offender
from operating to deny any rightor privilege. .,,

Some states have statutes dealing specifically with drug abuse as a \
grotrnd for suspension or expulsion. In Tennessee a principal can
suspend a student for unlawful' use or possession of drugs, as they are
defined by statute.2B" California has an e lf n more ambitious statute.
It authorizes the school board or princi to suspend a pupil who has ,.

used, sold, dr possessed narcotic or hallticinogenic drugs "on school
premises or elsewbere.'!2"' It also provides that law enforcement of
ficials,who 'arrest a student for drug abuse shall give written notice 'to
his superintendent. Even if the student is later. released and the
charges dropped, the official may still send written notice if he.be-
heves the school district would benefit by such notification. the, con '

stitutionality of these statutes will likely be challenged soon. ,

The issue of double jeopardy has beeii,raised when students^ have
faced suspension, or expulsion for drug abuse as well as criminal sanc-

a ch,
The court in Paine. v. Board of Regents2.2 summarily dismissed

lenge that wasibased on double jediirdy,, holding that while the

sanc-
tionstions.

p t
,

state does impose two penalties for the Knne offense, it does so fOr en-
Airely different purposes, One is "criminal" or "punitive,' and the
other is "civil" or "remedial" or "administrative." Double jeopardy can
apply only to successive punishments for'the same offense in the first
category. .

,
Problems in applying and interpreting statutes and school hoard

regulations on drug abuse can, be rninimi:zed if the, board has clear
regulations that are ,consistent with applicable state statutes. None-'
theless; courts seem to be willing to interpret regulationsin favor of
the schools if the rules are reasonable and adopted in good faith..

'The United States. Supreme CourtIrecently overfurned the Eighth
t

259. N.Y. Connit'r Dec. No. 8015, 8 ED, DEP r.RE1'. 214 "(19t9) .
260. TFNN. Cots .- \ N. § 19-1309 (Stipp. 1974) .
261, CAL. Erwc.. Com,. § 10603 (West 1975) .
262. 311 F. Stipp. 199 (W.D. Tex. 1972), aff'd pee...nit/am, 171 1:-.2(1 1397 (5dt -Cir.
1973).'
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Circuit Court 01 Appeals in a case involving. the interpretation of a
school regulation -prohibiting the use or possession of intoxicating
beverages'A school or school activities. 2"" Students had brought 'onto

.

campus a punch that consisted of two bottles of beer, six soft drinks,
-and water. The court of appeals had looked at state statutes for an
interpretation of "intoxicating beverages" despite testimony at the
trial that the .5(11001 board:did-not intend, when it adopter la-
tion,to link it to statc.'! statues. In any case, One reason given by di
ourt of appeals in refusing to uphold-the expulsion was4the board's.

fa to establish !that the concoction 1.va' sin fact., an "intoxicating
beverage.

The Supreme-Court rejected. the reasoning of the lower court en-
tirely: ".[T] he Couet of Appears Was ill advised td supplant the inter-
pretation of the regulatior4 '.those officer's who adopted it and are

'entrusted with its enforcement." The Court reasoned that "[i]t is not
the- role of the'rede,ral courts to set aside decisions of -school adminis-'
trators which the court may view as acking a basis in wisdom or corn-,
passion." It shoul(1 he noted tint the evidenee indicated that the regtW
lation's intent- was reasonableto prohibit the use or possession of
alcohol ift school,

The Supreme !Court holding indicates that courts are to construe.
board regulations consistentlywith board .intentions, but those in-
.tentions sho4ld ionetheless be expressed as clearly as possible. An
example of aboard regulation that cotdd be used is the following:

.\ student shall not knbwingly possess, use, transmit, or be under the
inf.lnyue' of any narcotic drug, hallucinogenic (Hug, amphetamine, bar-
bitura v. marijuana, alcoholic beverage, or intoxicant of any, kind. (I) un the
sr ht tl grounds during and rinunediateVwfore or immediately after school

Inc. (2) on the school grounds at :env other time when the school is being
ised by ;Inv school group. Or (3) off t he school grounds at a school activity,

function, or 'twent.
Use of a drug authorized by a medical pregeriptichl from a regisnj,eAe...

physician shall not be considered a violation 9f this rtile.2(15

If the school board wants to define the prolObitecl drugs in'thee,
gulation, it may want to consider using the statctiorfederal statutory

263. wood y shicklut. tt.s.L.v 1293 ( ".ti Feb. 25, I971). The disciplinary
provides i'l.aPPr"Pridlc 1)"": ,---.

Suspensinn'

h. Valid cause for 'suspension from school on first offense.. Pupils found to he
guilty of any of the following shall .t)(..511514:11-ded f.ioul school on the first
offense for the balance of the semester and such suspension will he notcd
on the permanent rceotq' of the student along with reason for ,stipcnsioti.

I p Itw of intoxicating heverages or possession of same Sr [sic] at a
school sponsined ti its-

261. .Xer.Strickland y. [plow, -181 F.2(1-186 78111 (:ir. 1973),
261. K. Ptr.yv J. CU NI SI (NW', l'DEN I SI 'SPENSIONS EXPISIONS: PROPOSED
SCHOOL. Boxy Coors (19j0). .
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definitions.
.:,

V, feAkral district court in Texas upheld the following,
mandatory-expidsion rule, which was worded' in that manner .

Ati student who shall sell, use or possess an% dangerous drug (au

Mast' terms alit' now defined, or trial' hereafter be defined, 14,1 IMe) . . shall
he expelled Er Mrschool for not less than the bola Repli.14,v t.inestet dulling
which,sm h crl (Ilse (grins and not mote than the bal,Thi(' of the entire scar )
remaining (e tphasis added).

This rule was found to be a reasonable exercise' of the hical school
board's power. The court noted that possession, or'certainly the use,
oi drugs by sun ents could have an adverse effect on the "quality of the
'educational ens irom»ent."2"

Most' school board regulations automatic illy suspend or expel a
student who violates the prohibition on use of drugs. However, some
regulations leave the disciplinary decision u the discretion of school
officials. In NCIV York, the Commissioner of :ducation found that the
school board violated its discretionary power when a student who had.
drunk' beet' in siolatiOn. of school athletic regulations was dropped
from the athletic squad, denied all other eXt -,curricular activities for
the sear, and given a ten-day suspension plus. probation for the year.2".
The Commissioner found the discipline excessive in relation to the
violation and .Ordered that all punishments be dropped .except the
athletic squad prohibition.

But courts scitImn overturn discretionary suspensions and expulsions
beciuse they are reluctant to interfere with internal -school afEnts.2"
For example, an Ari/ima court ref used.to find abuse of discretion
a principal recOmmended expulsion of a student. who had distributed
pills. It was the pupil's first offense and the first instance of drug
abuse in the school, buctbe principal said he wanted .a harsh remedy
to nip the probl 'in in, the bud. The court recogniled the current prob-
lem of drug abt se in the schools and had no dial( tilts' in holding "the
most severe sanction of expulsion [for a] student who distributed
drugs to other'stUdents!

Drug abuse it the schools raises the issue of the dutµ of school of-
ficiats to ferret o t student abusers. Courts freely acknowledge the-
magnitude of th«lrug Imiblem2i°' and recognise that school officials
lititve attat,firmat ye chits to investigate ans. charge of student possession-
or, us* of (4110, hen a reasonable suspicion arises.27" . .

An importan question that arises in the area of suspension or ex-

Cahlstyll s. Caon.ith, 311) P. Stipp. 831 (N.D." Fex. 1972).
6267. In ,e Giarraptito, N.Y. Comin'r Dec, No, 8001, $ ED. Me. Rrr. 193 (190th.
268. hells s. Mattin, 10 Art/ App. 7, 190 P.2(1 8J16 (1971).
269. Sec, c.g.. Pcuple s. Jackson, iii Nlisc..,2d 909, 319 N.Y.S.2d 731,(1971). -"Rampant
crime and drug- aThise threaten our schools and the youngsters exposed to such ills."
270 Srl' People y. OCi (On , N.Y..2d 360,,2I3 N.Y.S,2d 22 i1907); People .
Maxwell; 03 Misc .2(1 601, 313 N.Y.S 2d 213 .11970):.Veople y, picks4m, 65 Misc, 909,
319 N.Y.5.2d 731 1971). I o argue that school- officatls knight or might not be
ci%ills prosecuted for failtire to exercis that data. is sirc:culatie at best. In the
interest of the school emironment, most officials fulfilI(the 'obligation anxway.
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tot ,thits is the si hook at111101 it\ to punish for off.
iartiptts,',Ibuse. in\ 01\ ji)g H.q., or 01)5 i4 jujis I ILit have

ca(15 has( bccj1 Ws( kissed, Jill( It h.(' 1,2,11C .1150

Ind\ " allSt 1V1,11,1001 :1115 I)011( (' \ \ 11 I of the la! ger. issue

01.4111' sl lio91, genet al authority to dist ipline studentsot 011(111(1 off

s(11001 pounds..

In sulmr"i`, qe"0/44iiilif-t glowing In°1)1"41 of drug and '1110II01
abuse id the st hoofs, I out t, seldorn 05e1 11.11 11 S(11001 1/0;11(1 1/1111S111C1(

101 (hug .4)151. In Li( I, 10.111\ CIS ( in this eV(11 te:(1

11.1(. (01111S, An indi( ali()(1 111M. students and 11,11111(S (10 UM" NCr(011S1

(1"C" i()11 I I" t (."*"14(. 1)(91.11 I i('S of S"TellSi()11 0)1 c.1"lisi"i
losOlid toll "lifc°11"isv ((1 111 !X abuse, Ilfis is,1),Illi"11,11 so.. Ake])
the ( Iimi1);11 ,11)( hulls in the arca.

\\lien...J.)101)1cm, -at ise. tiles (usually Iestllt front "toot Is written slat-

. tiles boald iegulation, that :ire not consistent xvith staititi4.
lequilentents. Rules should meaty no difliuUIt5 for the 5(11001 board

'It tiro dead\ state the gt-ounds tot snspcusion expulsion, are ape.

unifornik, and are tarefull \ toeonionn to appli(ahle
fet4isf.itiou. cyfiell the ((Huhu t is 1101 plohibited lis.,falv, such as (Ai-

canipti; drinking hs stu'ilentv.xvIto ale of age, off ieials allay' have a
!tattle! Hine showing 1144 (lie( 01 the st hoof \ itinintent. If there are
110 11'11 ,,,h,e,e as,, then Itroftabp, the pendIties. of suspension or
e1011,t00 will not hr applied Am-way.

Figh!erig Oilier IP:MI"( 1.i4 \( is

, Student violent that (tit ills off (Julian, Ina\ has e stthsiantial iftipatt

(tit the school. Irt keeping with the genetal I tile, when stall itriptukk.
suostantiall\ intelleics with ,(1100)1' 01)(11,111011S, tile' SC110-01 \
..-

1)01(1 (..Nli the student. -In an old but still \ iabl det ision, the

\lissom i Stipirme, Gout( u1)liell,1 a ritte piohibiting ifilarriling.
h,g, 011 the harm.24 Alm

tufe was fowl& to he \ Aid bec .1 O'keit iv.1,,,Ica,..onable to tom hide that

it prottioteel.goodordet and dist iprinc in the s<1104)1. The!ourt limited
Its (let 151011, fumes, et', to sttu)ent condo< 1 on the,vv,o, howl, hom school

Inlt.tte pat entaf «n11101' I ,I lie, Hutt Icasont4 tlrat the

sultIctit .41 'de on the wa\,. berme \vould _net essat Cie :ieft

in oieist11,401ili,,tettlis of ill will hostifio. ;miong students -(ttill

'Lucius. ,^

ill 11.1011' IC«.11( (:n', NOV )CISCV (((lilt Upheld, pyintiple the
suspension of I 011(11'111 W110 W,15 111VOISed Ill Ihe Oil (amine.. Ztar)bingc

.

of a student neighbor.-'7 he (01111 101111(l,115pC11,,iffil to he. justified

5,liencyc is.1,cm"1)15 "e(c551"*5 tot tlic ,",i)cmic4-,("dc"c, Physical or

emotional .(lets ()I tot the safet\ and welf-being of other students,

2.71 Itt.s1.1tP, 5 (.am , ri-o In IS; I 88-,),

R t It(mui 11/11t. Stipt.I. 337, 263 1.2(1 18.6 ,1970),
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teachers, or public school ploperty.273 Although the court reversed
the, suspension because due processines% had li violated,_ it indicated-
that the reasonable judgment of school officials might have been suf-
ficient to meet the test, despite psychological testimony, that the stir-

_

dent posed no threat to himself orto others.
1 have ((kind no cases involving sesele school punishment for out-

ofscruxr1 scuffles; important questions on this subject remain, such
as the authority to suspend for use of a dangerous weapon off-campus. ,
The general rule requiring the school to show a direct connection be--
tween the or-of-school violence and school. discipline and safety to
justify disciplinary actions remains largely undefined in all but the
most blatantly violent Or destriu use c ire ninstances. For less serious .

misconduct, it would Appear that school officials must prove' that the
miscondru t substantially disrupts school.

Miscellaneous Conduct .

Many of the early c aces noted at the beginning of this section fall
into an :ilea of miscellimeous out-of-school conduct.. Also, at least

one recent case do-es not fit within ;Inc category bot shouldlie con-
sidered. in assessing out-of-school conduct as grounds for suspension
and expulsion. In NewN'olk, a school forbade,stiulentsto leave school
grounds for lunch.. kn response to parentak conaplaints, the school
made exceptions for, several students off «nicliticn that their parents
pick them up and ret,,orn them utschopl.,When the parents stopped
picking- up then (hildrenythe. students Were suspended for leaving
the school grounds and told not to return until the parents agreed to
pick them up or let them eat at schocyl. Inupholding he susperfAion,
the .«ntrt noted the presumption that se4lool. rules a reasonable and
necessary and held the specific rule under attack t be justified be-
cause it Promoted student saktv.274

'
'( :0 NCI. I' SION

The eVoiution of student rights a pd die judicial protection of tftese
rightsWill. be legalded by many as a mixed blessing at best and as a
WI ions interference with internal .School discipline and affairs at

worst. It should be !membered. however, that the sch)ols must have
and do have plenary authority to regulate conduct calculated fp cause
disorder and interfere with education4LIALuf.tions. The courts' prim'ars
concern is that students be treated.. fa iris, and accorded minimum
standards of due-mdces's of law. t
273. 'See oho l'alnisia lid. of Educ. t. !Loosn, 16 N.J. Super 167, 113 .%.2(1 393

.7-r919) lilt (min upheld tht suspension Of a student who set fire to the school
after so hool hows and it .held his parents liable fat the damages It relied un the
legislatise authotits to apace tstriitions on those attending puhlit schools esen
for esetits that h,ippooutside sthool hours
271 .tittpatria s Board of Etic., iI Mist tOS1. 2S-1 N Y.S.2d 010 (19(i7)
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In lighrol the c hanging !Millie Ili (Rae process in this area, the-nets!

to undo starlet, students', ;Mil the imputance of avpidiug dist cipticin Of
school Operaticius and unnecessais expulsion of'stridems, I !commend
that sc hoofs (16 these things: .

I. kdOpt gt le% PUOI edure, for studeuts.
2.-./Adopt wz.itten polio, statement On student condUct. This

.stateinent should include a list of rights possessed by students
and the Nies of maim misconduct that :Ire prohibited by the
school. The.statement should be winked mai in consultotion with
students,,teachels, and parents. When completed, the regula
Lions \Plinthd be made public and widely distributed.

1. adopt written procedures'for handling discipline cases,275
*7. Des clop an emezgm to (lei!' with school disorders.

Ahange. l'he absolute control once exercised by sithoolboards
wad school adminpsti:ito,t4 over the operation of schools is gone. .We_,

thoe new game, with part of the power once held by boards
and ..administiators now held by 'teachers and students., We need to
te«ignii this fact.,and their :iSlcc.---mrsel;i6 in what ays' our relation-
ships with students, parents, teachers, and administrators have

changed, so that we are not fooled by our. own rhetgrit as we work
with. dies(' wont), to make 0111 schocils more responsive to community
need's and to produce graduates better trained to accept responsibility
in today's sot lets.

impost-it «)(1r goscining misconduct io public school students and

"ffilining 1"'"edults 1"1 alleged %iolations of the code has been publishedf
,u the Itiquutt 1 1 ( . 0 1 1 1 I tit t nirsit% of North Carolina at Chapet Hill.

«4)% (.111 hr Imo !Iasi' for ftom the Institute CNoilli -Carolina residents
. add 'I peitcm ,alek taS)
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